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The Dally · . 
Eastern News 
Frlday, December9, 1983 
will be decreasing in cloudiness with 
light winds and highs in the upper 
20s to low 30s. Friday night will be 
fair with lows in the upper teens to 
low 20s. Saturday will be partly sun­
ny and warmer with highs in the up­
per 30s to low 40s. Eastern llllnols University I Charleston, Ill. 61 920 I Vol. 69, No. 75 /Two Sections, 24 Pages 
·..,_ . 
panish Christmas 
Sophomore Jeri Rados of the Spanish Club tosses chose to break open the sacked collection of candy 
Santa pinata Thursday afternoon as other students on the quad. (News photo by Brian Ormiston) 
k on. Despite the cold weather and snow she 
OG approves Local 1271 contract 
y Amy Zurawski 
A pay raise will come for 
stern ' s  clerical workers with 
contract is a major step forward 
for clerical employees . 
go to the administration with the 
problem . 
hursday's  approval of their first 
ion contract. 
After several months  of 
gotiations,  the Board of Gover­
The contract agreed on during 
union negotiat ions included a pay 
raise averaging 5.5 percent for the 
entire bargaining unit. 
I f  a solution cannot be reached , 
a third party is brought in , she ad­
ded . 
Both parties have to agree on 
the arbitrator ' s  decision , Oggero 
said.  However, she added that the 
process rarely goes that far . 
ors Thursday approved the first 
ntract of the American Federa­
of State, County and 
Employee ' s  Local .  
U nder the con t rac t ,  t h e  
minimum pay raise any employee 
in the local will receive is 5 per­
cent , Oggero said . In addit ion, Civi l  Service and 
BOG regulations were added to 
the contract which wil l  subject 
regulations to the grievance pro-The new contract will cover 
ployees until June 30, 1 985 
ith wage reopeners in  July 1 984. 
The contract for the newly­
rganized union represents the 
Members of the bargaining unit  
were especially pleased with the 
rasies , she said.  
rgaining efforts of 244 clerical 
ployees . The contract was 
nanimously approved by union 
embership Dec. 5 .  
A key provision i n  the package 
was the inclusion of a grievance 
procedure which allows binding 
arbit ration by a neutral third par­
ty, Oggero said.  
cedure. 
· 
"The clerical operators were 
operating 1 00 percent efficiently 
prior to t he new contract , but I 
think both. the university and the 
clerical workers want the . same 
thing; that i s  for the university to 
run smoothly, " she said . 
' 'The grievance procedure was 
the real key to making the con­
tract work , "  she said . 
Local President Carole Oggero 
d Negotiating Captain Lee 
ewhouse agreed that the new 
She noted that this procedure 
allows any employee who has a 
disagreement with operations to 
She added that she thinks the 
new contract will allow for 
smoother university operations.  
usiness �urvey answers varied 
Amy Zurawski 
The results of a recent survey indicate that some 
stern business students are dissatisfied with some 
as of the School of Business . 
The survey, conducted by the dean of the School 
Business Student Advisory Board, allowed 
siness majors to express their opinions about the 
001. 
Ten percent of the students enrolled in the School 
Busin�ss were selected to take part in the telephone 
ey, which was supervised by Ted Ivarie, dean of 
School of Business. 
A research committee, consisting of four seniors 
m the advisory board, found that business majors 
generally pleased with the business programs 
tern offers . 
However, the survey showed that students were 
pleased with some areas concerning the school . 
When asked how the students would rate the 
"stance and information their academic advisers 
e provided, the average rating was 5 . 7 1  on a scale 
10. 
ommittee member Mary Ann Williams said, 
e 5 .  71 rating is definitely flunking. ' '  
owever, committee member Dave Lowell said, 
e low rating of advisers may not mean that they 
.doing a bad job, but just not a good enough job 
to get a 10  rating average . ' •  
He added that on a scale of one to 1 0, five would 
be considered average by.most people. 
The advisory board has suggested that the School 
of Business prepare booklets for students advisers to 
provide easy access to needed information. 
Committee member Teresa Ethridge said many ad­
visers do not have the information they need to direct 
students .  She added that the booklet would be a "big 
help for them. "  
The survey also indicated that 96 students believe 
teacher evaluation has merit, while 65 students 
believe such evaluations' do not . 
Students were also asked if they thought the admis­
sion requirements for the School of Business were 
"realistic . "  The standards were realistic according to 
the responses of 1 34 students, while 23 students 
disagreed. 
In  addition, the survey showed that many business 
students believe the temperature controls in Blair 
Hall and Coleman Hall are inadequate. 
Ivarie said he would take the students' concerns to 
the proper people in an attempt to make the sug­
gested improvements. 
"To make the changes it will take some money, 
but I will attempt to get the needed improvements 
mad�, " he.said . 
Controversial 
speaker vote 
calle·d 'unfair' 
by Nancy Yamin 
Controversy among student senators arose when 
an incidental motion was approved by the senate 
Wednesday to establish procedure for electing a 
speaker . 
Senate Speaker Ron Wesel defeated incumbent 
Glenn Good by a secret ballot vote of 1 8- 1 2 .  
Two procedures implemented Wednesday night 
cal led for a ballot vote rather than a roll-call vote and 
prohibited debate. 
Several senators said Thursday that these election 
procedures were unfair.  The procedures were voted 
on without discussion .  
Senate parliamentarian Natalie Scott said an in­
cidental motion may be voted on without discussion 
according to parliamentary law: 
Student Body President John Cole, who presided 
over the speaker election, said that prior to the elec­
tion, "several senators" told him they had fears that 
people may not vote according to their consciences 
with a roll-cal l vote . 
Cole said he asked senate adviser Mike Long if a 
procedure existed ·.o ensure "pressure-free" voting. 
Long suggested that certain election procedures, 
including a secret ballot, may be established with an 
incidental motion , Cole said .  
Cole explained that an incidental motion is made 
concerning meeting procedure rather than bylaw 
revision . 
Cole said Long is attending a parliamentary law 
conference in Chicago and- could not be reached for 
comment . Long did not attend Wednesday' s  
meet ing .  
Good said he is "looking into the use of t he in­
cidental mot ion. " 
Good said the procedures passed with the inciden­
tal motion should have been considered bylaw revi­
sions and tabled for a week . 
"I' m  not upset about losing. I ' m  upset about the 
procedures that were used , "  Good added . 
Senator Mike Anderson said he objected to the 
procedures because not enough explanation was 
given . 
"When we voted on the procedures , I don' t  think 
we really knew what we were voting on , "  Anderson 
said .  
· 
Wesel said the main purpose of the procedures was 
to establish a secret ballot so senators "would vote 
according to their conscience, not loyalty . " 
Anderson disagreed . " I f  people really support a 
candidate or idea they should vote vocally," he said.  
"There ' s  no reason for'a secret ballot . "  
I n  addition,  several senators· said the procedures 
were implemented for "political reasons , "  saying 
that the speaker race is related to spring student 
government elections .  
Anderson said that although no candidates have 
been announced for the spring student body presi-
(See cqNTROVERSIAL, page 9) 
Finals edition marks 
end of p_ublication . 
As usual, winter break will start a little early 
for the Daily Eastern News. 
Friday's  News will be the last regular fall 
semester issue, editor in chief Steve Binder said. 
"As planned, we're closing up shop until the spr­
ing semester begins to allow staff members more 
time to prepare for finals. "  
Binder added that the News will publish a 
special Finals Week Edition Monday that will in­
clude display and classified advertising and in­
formation pertaining to finals week . 
Friday:, P��em�rr9, 1983 ... '· TheD.u 
Airline union approves bailout 
MIAMI (AP)-Leaders of Eastern Airlines' pilots and 
machinists unions today approved a $360 million employee 
bailout plan that union and management hope will solve the 
carrier's financial woes. 
· The one-year plan would give Eastern employees control of 
25 percent of Eastern's common stock and four seats on the 
board of directors in exchange for diverting 1 8  percent to 22 
percent of their pay into a stock investment program. 
Management and labor leaders also will work together to 
revise the company's annual business plans and restructure its 
finances, Bryan said, adding that the unions would be con-
. suited on new equipment purchases. 
· 
Reagan: Schools need discipline, 
INDIANAPOLIS (AP)-President Reagan declared 
Thursday that America's  schools must be " temples of learn� 
ing and not drug dens ,"  and said he ordered the Justice and 
Education departments to find ways of helping schools "en­
force discipline . ' '  
The president , i n  a speech delivered before an .education 
summit of 2,300 teachers, school administrators, politicians, 
parents and teachers' union representatives, called for stricter 
classroom discipline and unveiled a program of presidential 
academic awards. 
"First , we need to restore good, old-fashioned discipline, " 
he said . "In  too many schools across the land, teachers can ' t  
teach because they lack the authority to make students take 
tests and hand in homework . Some don 't  even have the 
authority to quiet down their class . "  
-SA VE TIME-. 
. And Worry 
Let the Professionals 
At 
Space shuttle Col umbia returns 
SPACE CENTER, Houston (AP)-The shut­
tle astronauts were forced to delay their return to 
Earth for nearly eight hours Thursday when a 
powerful jolt aboard the spacecraft was followed 
by failure of a computer and a key navigation in­
strument. 
The pinpoint landing on a dry lakebed runway 
came at 3:47 p.m. Pacific time at Edwards Air 
Force Base in California after engineers on the 
ground analyzed the problem and loaded a 
rewritten program into the remaining computers. 
The six astronauts were never in any im­
mediate danger . There are spare computers and 
instruments on board, but NASA officials said 
they wanted to understand the problem before 
committing Columbia and its Spacelab cargo to 
the hazards of its fiery return to Earth .  
Mission commander John Young reported the 
problem started with a jolt that came during t 
firings of a control jet as he was preparing t 
return to Earth on Thursday morning with h 
five crewmates, pilot Brewster Shaw and scie 
tists Owen Garriott ,  Bob Parker, Ulf Merbo 
and Byron Lichtenberg. 
" I  thought both those thruster firings we 
quite a jolt , "  said Young. Later, the veter 
astronaut added: " It really hit the vehicle hard. 
. It was really an impact type of thing, proba 
as high magnitude as we've seen around here in 
long time . ' '  
Two computers failed in rapid succession, b 
Young and -Shaw were able to restore one 
them. The �econd was declared failed and turn 
off, leaving Columbia with four working o 
board computers. 
U.S. Marines kill Shiite �nipers 
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP)-U .S. Marines 
wiped out a Shiite militia sniper nest and bunker 
in a fierce exchange of ·fire Thursday, and the 
Reagan administration said it was considering 
plans to move the Marines out of Beirut airport 
to safer positions . 
The Marines retaliated when the northeastern 
perimeter of their base came under a substained 
barrage of mortars, rocket-propelled grenades 
and automatic rifle fire at 9 :26 a .m .  EST. 
The shoofing came from a position in the 
Shiite Moslem stronghold of Hay el-Sellum , and 
the bunker was destroyed with 60mm mortars, 
M-60 tank guns and Dragon missiles , spokesman 
Maj . Dennis Brooks said .  
The Marines also shelled a building_ that had 
been used by Shiite snipers to fire at leathern 
positions some 1 50 yards away . 
Brooks said the Marines suffered no casualt' 
in the battle, which ended at 1 0 :40 a .m .  EST, 
the· Marines remained in foxholes and bunk 
on their highest state of alert . 
Hay el-Sellum is a stronghold of Amal, 
dominant Shiite militia . Shiite fanatics w 
suspected of masterminding the suicide tr 
bombing that killed 240 American troops at 
Marine base Oct . 23 . 
·Because of the attacks, the Reagan administ 
tion is considering plans to move the Mari 
away from the airport to more sheltered p 
tions, spokesman Larry Speakes said 
Washington Thursday . 
Congratulations 
NewTI<E 
Little Sister Actives 
COP-E-TYPE Ann Abeln 
Susan-Calvin 
GinaGagen 
Mary Harms 
Deb Leff 
Donna Baron 
Angie Dorks 
Sue Geimer 
Dianne Knight 
Thresa McCole 
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Senate's resolution 
backs funding retreat 
by Nancy Yamin of unifying and motivating senate. 
The Student Senate passed a resolu- Several senators objected to using 
tion Wednesday. to fund a retreat and funds intended for a retreat to pur­
find alternative funding for a proposed chase a computer . 
student government computer . Senator Scott Calhoun said,  "The 
The resolut ion , proposed Dy money wa:; budgeted for a retreat so we 
Senators Karim Eldib and Audrey should go on a retreat . " 
Dumentat , states senate will fund a Senator Glenn Good said he had 
retreat and find alternate sources for reservations about purchasing a com­
funding a computer . puter because several students had 
Student Body President John Cole questioned him about why senate needs 
proposed the idea of purchasing a com- a computer . 
puter with funds previously budgeted _ Financial Vice President Gai l  
for a senate retreat . Redeker told senators to consider what 
The resolution states the senate may happen if senate asks Apportion­
, agrees with the idea of purchasing a ment Board for funds to purchase a 
computer, however it feels. more in- computer . 
vestigation is needed . . "Any group could approach us (AB) 
In addition , the resolution states that c and ask for a computer then ,"  Redeker 
a retreat will offer immediate benefits said . 
Su_nday ceremony to mark 
fulfilled college careers 
Studies this week will cap the college 
careers of 450 Eastern students .  
Eastern's fall commencernent exer­
ci ses have been scheduled for 2 p . m .  
Sunday in Lantz Gym . 
Faculty Marshal Lavern Hamand 
said commencement activities will 
begin at 6 p. m .  Friday with the tradi­
tional practice for graduating students. 
Activities will conclude Sunday . 
ting vice president for academic af­
fairs. will present the candidates for 
degiees and diplomas . 
Eastern President Stanley Rives will 
preside over the ceremony and 
distribute diplomas . Meg Hart, student 
government executive vice president, 
will greet the graduates with a brief 
speech . · 
In addi�ion, Will iam E. Hoffee wil l  
represent the Board of Governors . 
Senior Rose Meegan spent part of Thursday tending to plants in the campus 
eenhouse. Meegan said many people have been in recently , to see the 
eenery. (News photo by Beth Lander) 
Graduate degrees wi l l  be awarded to 
about 40 candidates while 400 can­
didates will receive bachelor's degrees, 
he added . ' 
Margaret Soderberg , Eastern ' s  ace 
The final guest speaker, Nancy Wells 
Schaljo,  a member of the Board of 
Directors of the Alumni Association, 
wil l  greet the graduat ing class .  
the black 
UB budget expected to be OK despite loss on Tubes 
Fred Zwicky 
Eastern's University Board' s  entertainment budget 
ould fall back into the black this semester ,  despite 
oss of over $3,000 from the Tubes concert , UB ad­
r Booker Suggs said Tuesday . 
Although Suggs said he has· not filed a profit and 
s statement , he said he believes the UB will make 
the Tubes' concert loss with profits from other 
ncerts. 
The UB scheduled two other major concerts .this 
ester, Alabama and Tony Bennett ,  both of which 
ssed profits .  
Suggs said the UB made $2,000 from the Bennett 
ncert and only $4,500 on Alabama, despite a much 
ger turnout . . 
"We haven't had the greatest of luck getting big­
me groups in the past . Hopefully, this semester 
I make us somewhat of a viable concert place 
ause of the major concerts held at Eastern), " 
ggs said . 
· 
t 
Happy ! 21st ' Birthday t 
Ken t Holbert , 
You are ' 
. He .noted that the number of groups touring 
various universities is much larger than it was two­
and-one-half years ago when Suggs began as UB ad­
viser . 
Suggs said the increased competition among con­
cert groups is a benefit for Eastern . "I th ink the 
groups are realizing that they can ' t  play to just main 
concert halls anymore giving us a better chance for 
some bigger name groups ." • 
Suggs said this year is a definite improvement over 
· last year when the only major concert , Pat Travers, 
ran a deficit of over $4,500. 
Suggs said any concert the UB schedules cannot 
cost over $30,000, based on the possibility of sel l ing 
3 ,000 seats at an average price of $10  in Lantz Gym . 
The limitations for most concert groups, Suggs 
said, are how much they will make and if the facilit ies 
are adequate for their show. "I think the Tubes show 
proved that we can handle quite an elaborate stage 
show, ' '  he added . 
UB President Nancy Mart in said,  "What you have 
co keep in mind is that UB is a non-profit organiza­
non, breaking even is our goal ." 
"We've done what we set out to do,  offered a 
variety of different acts , ' '  she added . 
Although some UB mainstage acts .have had pro­
blems in getting a large audience,' Mart in said the UB 
has done well in getting audiences for the major con­
certs .  
Suggs said the small crowds present at  the 
mainstage concerts "are partly our fault for not 
advertising in a way that people are made aware of 
the acts ." 
Martin added that it is difficult to schedule enter-. 
tainment in advance and predict conflicts thar may 
come up for students.  . 
Manin said the UB' s  entertainment schedule for 
the spring semester is progressing well . She added 
that UB officials are working to get more concerts 
scheduled . 
�------�------------------� 
Last Chance to Enter 
·Register· 
Christmas Album G�veaway 
N8J11e: _________ _ 
such a & 
cutie! ' 
Love, 
Lisa t 
SCOTTY 
STENGEL: 
�ddress: ________ _ 
Pb�qe:_�-------
ilrawlqg: 
Dec.to 
t 
_______ j 
A Product 
Of E.l.U. 
And He's NOT Sorry! 
Don't Forget: 
, -OUR X-MAS SALE IS STILL ONI- 1 
�--------------------------
ll'a " • � ,.1 \� t'f 'f' f # .. • • ' J - • • • ' t" 
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ISA could turn into viable group 
If Jerry Falwell was an Illinois Student 
Association representative, ·he would pro­
bably want the tSA to be born again. 
And the ISA desperately needs ·to be 
revitalized. ISA needs to become organized 
and-most of all-respected. 
Th� criticism of the organization is at an all 
time high. And it is_ likely the criticism is 
justified. Although critical words are useful 
1n improving an organization like ISA, it is 
time action-not t�lking-be done. 
ISA was created in 1978 to represent the 
. interests of higher-education students in 
Springfield. The organization was created 
following the failure of its predecessor, the 
Association of Illinois Student Governments. 
Following last weekend's ISA meeting, 
both of Eastern's new ISA representatives 
commented about the meeting's ineffec­
tiveness and unorganization. 
.Eastern speaks: 
Editorial 
Both representatives, Student Senators 
Audrey Dumentat and John Boyd, were ap­
pointed to the positions Nov. 30. 
· We hope the new reps, who recognize 
ISA's shortcomings, will work hard and 
pump life into the dying organization. 
The organization has shown promise 
through the concept of a legislative liason, 
however no concrete action has been con­
tinued to carry out the idea. 
In the five years of ISA's existence, it has 
done little for Illinois higher education 
students. With the right leadership, ISA can 
be pulled from inevitable death and 
resuscitated. 
An ISA rebirth would definitely be 
welcome. 
This week's question was asked by 
Bet� Lander and photos were taken by 
Lander. 
.What don't you like about Christmas? 
Beth Owens 
sophomore 
elementary education 
"I like everything about 
Christmas. There's nothing 
I don't like about it. But I 
don't like to pay tuition, 
. that's the only reason." 
Tina Eggers 
senior 
botany/zoology 
"All the shoppers going 
crazy. It drives me nuts and 
having to prepare a big meal 
is a hassle. " 
Karen Lum· 
senior 
special education 
"I don't have time to think 
about Christmas because 
finals are here. I'm looking 
toward to getting finals over 
and Christmas is almost 
gone at that time. It's just 
five days." 
BobNovotne 
graduate student 
guidance and counseling 
"The p o s t-s e a s o n  
depression because in my 
line of work, which is crisis 
prevention, it keeps me 
busier than I'd like.to be." 
Your tum 
An effective offensive defen 
Editor: 
I am writing in response to Gary Burrows' 
the Dec. 2 issue of The Daily Eastern News. It 
that Burrows has never considered what it 
like to live under an oppressive form of govern 
So follow me, if you will, to a country called P 
Imagine yourself at home. You are making a 
wich and realize you are out of Miracle Whip. 
after 10 p.m. and due to martial law, you 
venture outside to the nearby store for fear that 
may be arrested, shot or both. 
We now go to Grenada. You are watching 
sion when a· news flash tells you that the pres' 
Grenada has been abducted and killed. You 
vienture outside for fear you may be arrested, 
both. 
Have you ever worried about that while living 
U.S.? I doubt it. 
You stated in your column that, in effect, 
ethnocentric way of thinking causes us to play 
shell games. It is no game to stop Commun 
gression and expansion to places vital to 
istence, or for that matter, to countries who 
wish to be overthrown and subjected to oppr 
Do you really believe that by bloodshed we 
cing our way of life to countries who do not 
there? 
Your column is an insult to ·the people who 
defend and believe in our way of life, especially 
you say we are invQlved in blind patriotism. 
I, for one, am not blind as to the reason why 
patriotic. l believe, however, that it is you 
blind. Y-0u obviously do not see the wonderful 
try we share, nor do you see good we do f 
countries who are less fortunate than ourselves. 
I suggest you call Nancy Cunningham and' 
for a date. You two have so much in common. 
William McMillan 
1"' aylor'- made holiday gift 
Editor: 
Christm�s for most college students has b 
time to be weary of. We are all struggling to 
college and . sometimes expensive Ch 
presents are just beyond our grasp. 
However, people living in Taylor Hall have 
that being college students does not mean t 
stingy. 
Taylor Halt did something different this y� 
"adopted" children from some less fortunate 
Each floor chipped in presents or whatever 
thought the child or family could use. 
The results were incredible. The kids 
clothes, stuffed animals, games and 
everything imaginable. One floor even chipped 
bought their child a new winter coat. 
Of course, the gifts have only made a dent 
needs of some of the families and only a 
amount of kids could come. But thanks to T 
a bunch of children are going to have their 
Christmas ever, and a bunch of college s 
going to know what Christmas is all about. 
Beth Smith 
Friday, December 9, 1 983 5. 
'{l\ /SA sets ne� ·regulations; 
� , Dumentat cites concerns 
by Vicki Vass so low could make people take advan-
and Nancy Yamin tage of i t ,"  she added . 
One of Eastern ' s  newly-appointed II- In  other business,  ISA approved 
linois Student Association represen- $250 for a conference fund . The ISA 
tatives Audrey Dumentat expressed conference is scheduled for Jan . 19-22 
dissatisfaction with the organization in Chieago . 
after attending sa't u rday' s ISA Dumentat said the main purpo�e of - meeting . the conference is to provide informa-
However, Dumentat said Eastern tion about I llinois higher edu.;ation, to 
will continue to be an ISA-member promote interaction among state-wide 
school . " I  want to see what I can do' ISA members and increase awar�ness 
with it (ISA) ,"  she said .  o f  ISA. . 
Dumentat , who was appointed ISA The ISA also approved the hiring of 
representative Nov . 30, said several two interns from the University of 
things about ISA concerned her. Illinois-Champaign to serve in Spr-
Dumentat cited the ISA' s is lacking ingfield . 
organization, proper use of parliamen- In other action, the ISA approved 
tary procedure during meetings, com- the job description for the person who 
mu11ication . and .,outside committee would serve a� a legislative liaison in 
work, . a'.. ,, . . -Springfield. 
"I think they're (ISA) gomg about · Dum entat said, "I think this is un­
things the wrong way," Du men tat necessary when we don't have the 
said. "I think it ( ISA) needs a whole funds. I don'r see the point when there 
new start. It's hard to go back to the are things that need to be taken care 
beginning though," she added. of." 
Dumentat said she believes ISA's 
major concerns now should be fun­
draising and recruitment. 
Senior Ed Mokry completed his pre-registration Tuesday in the Old Ballroom. o
f 
e Union. Students were allowed to pick up their schedules for the spring 
mester until Thursday. (News photo by Rajine Fry) 
During the meeting, the ISA approv­
ed a proposal changing the fee schedule 
which will lower ISA membership fees 
for two-year institutions. 
Dumentat said the new fee schedule 
would be $300 for four-year public in­
stitutions, $150 for two-year public in­
stitutions and $50 for individual 
members. ooley to begin as auditor 
nder new two�year cycle 
Previously, the fee for all ISA­
member schools was $300 .  
Dumentat added that the ISA decid­
ed that individual members may join 
only if their school is not an ISA 
member. The stipulation ensures thar 
an ISA-member school could not 
receive additi-onal voting power. 
Amy Zurawski 
Facts and figures brought a former 
stern student back to campus as a 
culty member. 
Eastern's new Internal Auditor Jeff 
oolcy, a 1 979 graduate, said he will 
gin his job by supervising and com­
ting Eastern's two-year audit. The 
dit will aid in the prevention of fraud 
d irregularities in university 
rating procedures. 
Cooley, a 1979 Eastern graduate, 
id he will be in charge of the two-year 
dit "but I don't know exactly what 
y job will en.tail since I recently began 
is job. 
"The senate passed a new law this 
r that defines what a state internal 
ditor must do," he added. "One 
ing that needs to be done is to make a 
o-year cycle which audits each pro-
m every two years." 
However, Cooley, who took the 
sition Dec. l, said he hasn't made 
cific auditing plans for Eastern yet, 
t added that he should have a plan 
eloped in a "few weeks. 
"I'm not settled in enough to begin 
formulate an audit plan , "  he said. 
Being an internal auditor was not 
oley' s first occupational idea; in-
ad, he found the accounting field in 
round-a-bout way . 
"I have a h igh aptitude in math and 
n' t  want to be a math major or 
ch for a long period of t ime so ac­
nting seemed to be the logical 
ice, " he added . 
"After I got into the field, I learned 
ly a third of accounting was actually 
th , "  he noted . "The rules and 
lations made the field more in­
esting. ' '· 
Prior to coming to Eastern ,  Cooley 
rked in Taylorville at Main Hurd­
n Certi fied Public Aceountants ,  a 
ge national firm. 
This job placed him in charge of cor­
ate, financial institution and 
ernment unit audits .  
I n  addition, h e  was also responsible 
for evaluating systems of internal con­
trol, developing audit programs and 
supervising field work. 
Gooley said his first week at Eastern 
has been spent to become orientated 
with the campus and the university 
again .  
" I  like Eastern and the campus very 
much; it's kind of like coming home 
again," he said. 
"I think the idea is pretty stupid," 
Dumentat said. "We (Eastern) could 
drop out and get six votes for our 
money instead of one." 
"Putting the individual membership 
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the all lady band! 
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SA TU RDA Y at TED'S 
Champaign's No. 1 
Rock-n-Roll Band! 
''Rathskeller'' 
Just back from Japan! 
Songs by Def Leppard, Journey, 
R. E. 0. Speedwagon, Sammy Hagar, 
and much more! 
GET IN FREE 
from 8- 1 0 with coupon 
. 
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Santa, Taylor Hall bring Christmas spirit to children 
by Kerri Niemann 
It 's finals time for Eastern students 
so many may be too worried about 
grades to be able to get into the 
Christmas spiri t .  
But  for the residents of Taylor Hall, 
a little Christmas spirit was underfoot 
Wednesday in the form of 10  
Charleston children . 
For these children, whose ages rang­
ed from 6 to 1 2 ,  Taylor Hall opened its 
. doors and sponsored their first annual 
Christmas party .  
Hall residents took the children to 
· the Taylor Hall  Christmas dinner: 
which was held in the lobby, and 
cheered them on as they received their 
gifts from Santa .  
After dinner, Christmas gifts were 
handed out and it seemed the residents 
enjoyed this time as much or more than 
the children . 
Both children and residents exclaim­
ed as they tore open gifts.  All the 
· children received at least four or five 
gifts ranging from winter coats to t rain 
sets . 
John Feterl , of the Charleston 
Lion's Club, who played Santa Claus,  
said, " I  love those kids and your heart 
goes out to them . "  
Feterl ,  who has been playing Santa 
for three years now, seemed to be the 
most popular fellow in Taylor Hall 
that night with students and children 
alike .climbing on his knee .  
After all the  gifts were given out ,  i t  
was time for the  children to give Santa 
something in return and they all 
managed to convey their thanks in 
hugs and kisses , sending him off with a 
loud version of " Jingle Bells . "  
The co-ordinators o f  the program 
thought it was successful and look for 
it to become an annual event .  Assistant 
Counselor Kevin Cannon said , "This is ·
the first time I 've got the Christmas 
spirit while down here in Charleston 
because that ' s  what Christmas is all 
about-little kids . "  
Felicia Weinstein,  coordinator o f  the 
program, said , "What makes it so 
great is the great resident response. "  
Cannon added that , "The floors all 
banded together on this and went down 
to dinner together all dressed up. " 
Taylor Hall Counselor Karen Sepich 
said, "They tried to buy gifts that they 
thought the children would need or 
they got gifts . .  that the residents 
themselves wanted but never got . "  
Sepich said she first thought o f  the 
party idea when she saw it done at 
Western Illinois University when she 
was undergraduate student . 
Sepich decided to present the idea to 
the Taylor Hall Council. It was ap­
proved and the planning began . 
The actual plan on paper started as 
early as October , she said . She added 
that all the work was done in the last 
two weeks .  
Weinstein said the final planning in­
cluded buying gifts for the children and 
arranging the movies . She added t.hat 
the children saw the movies after Santa 
Claus made his appearance. 
"Erma Just ice of Charleston gave us 
the names of children who would really 
enjoy the program, "  Sepich said .  
"And after that we wrote letters to  the 
parents and arranged to pick them up 
from school or home . "  
After picking u p  the children a t  3 : 30 
p .m . ,  each child was assigned to a hall 
floor and spent the afternoon with the 
people who lived on the floor . 
Sepich said Tayior Hall Counci l ,  
East Hall  Council , the Residence Hall 
Association and lockout fees were con­
tributed to finance the children ' s  din­
ner . 
Sepich said lockout fees are fees col-
lected from students who get locked 
out of thefr rooms.  
In addition to the money collected. 
many of the floors donated extr 
money and bought . special gifts for 
their individual child . 
Publ ications ' manager to take job i n Tennessee 
by Kerri Niemann 
and Amy Zurawski 
Eastern ' s  Student Publicat ions 
business manager, Bob McElwee, will 
leave The Daily Eastern News to take 
the position of student publication ' s  
adviser a t  the University o f  Tennessee­
Knoxville. 
" I ' m  very excited . I t ' s  l ike jumping 
four notches at one time. I ' m  going to 
a major university ,"  McElwee said .  
McElwee's  new position involves ad­
v is ing the un ivers i ty ' s  1 5 , 500-
circulation daily newspaper, the 
quarterly magazine and the yearbook . 
McElwee, a Hume native, is an 
Eastern graduate with a bachelor ' s  
degree in journalism and a master 's  
degree in technology . 
Two items taken 
Equipment valued at $ 1 ,400 was 
stolen from Blair Hall Sunday . 
Jack Chambers, campus security of­
ficer, said the stolen items, a video 
cassette recorder and a TV monitor, 
were valued at $ 1 ,400. "They probably 
cannot be replaced for that price . " 
The burglary was reported Sunday at 
8 p . m .  after two students noticed 
broken windows in the buildi11g , he 
· said .  
· 
The burglar apparently broke two 
windows on the east side of the 
building to gain entrance, he added . 
Chambers said , "At this time we 
have no leads . "  
McElwee will leave Charleston Jan . 
2 ,  to arrive in Knoxville by Jan .  5 ,  
when the University of Tennessee 
newspaper begins publicat ion . 
David Reed , Eastern ' s  Student 
Publications adviser, said , " It ' s  a 
wonderful career advancement for 
h im.  It will be sad to see him leave us, 
but we can ' t  stand in t he way of pro­
gress .  
"He' l l  b� moving from number two 
Smile 
if you 
had it 
last night 
DON 'T 
GAMBLE 
shop the 
classifieds 
fdtfe� 
CRIAM. ALI 
Bel-Aire Lanes 
� UIO I. mm . CHAaLISTON, IWNOIS 
One block Nortti of W�b Walkers Sh®ptng Cent8f 
Now features: 
Bowling , pinbal l , videogames and pool 
then afterwards,  visit our 
· I nd ian Lou nge · 
Bring a date moonlight bowling Saturday 1 1  p.m.-1 a.m. 
Bel-A ire Lanes Phone 345-6630 
man here to number one there and be 
dealing with a much larger program , "  
h e  said . 
McElwee is the News' second 
business manager, Reed said . 
"We will all m.iss Bob, but we wil l  
seek a replacement with all the sam 
kind of qualifications that he brought 
to the job , "  Reed said.  
However , Reed does 
have a replacement 
January . 
ft(: .. 
l ,.., . • .  
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Policy for reserving tables 
changes slightly�c1ark 
by Debra Klauer 
There have not been many changes 
in the policy organizations must follow 
to reserve a table in the Union 
walkway, a Union official said recent­
ly.  
Although the l itt le sisters of Sigma 
Tau Gamma recently claimed that 
there are new policies for requesting 
tables in the Union, Area Head Bill 
Clark said there have not been many 
policy changes . -
The little sisters of Sigma Tau Gam­
ma Dec . 5 wrote a letter which ap­
peared in the Daily Eastern News ex­
plaining that there are new policies for 
reserving tables for fundraisers .  
Clark said,  "There are not very 
many new policies . "  However ,  he said 
the Union no longer checks tables out 
in Coleman Hall "because people were 
moving them to undesignated places . "  
Many tables had been taken outside 
on the sidewalk in front of Coleman 
Hall and as a result were damaged by 
·� weather elements ,  Clark said.  
Arrangements Director Mark Haines 
said, "The Physical Plant has spent a 
lot of money refinishing the tables 
which is why we aren't  allowing them 
to be checked out any longer . 
"We also do not have the staff to 
monitor the areas in Coleman Hall," 
Haines added .  
Other than tables not being allowed 
in Coleman Hall, there are no other 
changes in the table assignment policy, 
Clark said . 
In order to get a table assignment ,  an 
organization' s  members must. go to the 
Business Office located in the Union 
and complete the necessary forms. 
Any organization wanting a table in 
the Union must request one of the five 
available tables by completing a per­
mit .  
Haines said the permit includes basic 
information about the organization. 
The organization which wishes to rent 
a table must include on the permit , in­
formation on the description of the ac­
tivity that will be taking place at the 
table and of the items or services to be 
distributed or sold . 
An organization must also complete 
a request confirmation which con firm s 
their crganization' s  table date and 
time, Haines said.  
The tables are issued on a first come, 
first served basis  and an organization 
will know the same day that they re­
quest a table whether or not there is 
one available for the date requested, he 
noted . 
Clark said no organ izat ion may sell 
anyth ing the un iversity sells because of 
increased competition . 
An organization may, however,  sell 
an item that involves guessing in order 
to win the offered prize such as guess.­
ing the number of j elly beans in a con­
ta i ner ,  Haines said. 
UB makes plans for spring 
Eastern's University Board Tuesday 
discussed activities and plans for the 
upcoming spri ng semester. 
Expenditures of $2 ,000 for the 
musical group '· ' Coiored Girls," and 
$850 for the dance band "Wally 
Cleaver" was approved. Both groups 
will perform at Eastern in February. 
gae band, for February. 
· I n  other business,  the UB voted to 
send Concert Coordinator John Karol , 
Lecture Coordinator Tim Mulholland 
and the new UB president, who will be 
elected in February, to the National 
Association of Campus Activities con­
vention scheduled for Feb . 26-29. 
An Eastern student walking home from - campus leaves several footprints 
hind him .  Many students enjoyed Wednesday night's snowfall by participating 
snowball fights . (News photo by Rajine Fry) 
" Joffery II," a ballet-dance com­
pany, will v isit Eastern in January. The 
UB also wants to get the 1-TAL, a reg-
In addition, the UB will recruit new 
members Jan. 1 7-20. The UB members 
hope to enlist 300 new members . 
• • • • • • • • illl • • coupon • • -
Luncheon Specials 
$ 1.99 
• Chopped Sirloin 
• Steak-n-Stuff 
• F ish Platter 
Mon.-Sat. 
1 1 -2 
• Steak-n-Mushrooms 
• Chick en - fry Steak 
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FREE DRINK OPEN . I 
SUNDAYS ! : . WITH MEAL I 
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NOW LEASING •• 
• Summer 1984 
• Fal l  & Spring '84 & '85 
We have set our RA TES 
& 
We are ready to RENT 
Ask about our 10-4-1 special 
incolnwood/Pinetree Apts 
2219 S. 9th Apt. 1 Ask for Jan 
Mon . -F r i .  1 ().5 
·Sat .  1 ().4 
345-6070 
Smart Santas take advantage! 
"EXAM-WEEK" SALE 
Monday- Friday 
THE LINCOLN BOOK SHOP 
Sixth & Buchanan, One Block North of Old Main 
SAVE! 10% Wrap & Enclosures, 1 / 3  Calendars! 
20% all books ( min. $5 purchase) 40% all party napkins 
(no double discounts/ no put backs) 
. "Where the books are in Charleston" 
Congratulations 
. To the 1 984 TKE 
Officers 
President . . . . . . . . . . .  Aaron Ben nett 
Vice-President � . . . . . . .  N ick Balderas 
Treasurer . . . . . . . . . . . .  · . Pete Ferrari 
Secretary . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Dave Rolston 
Pledge Tra iner . . . . . . . . .  · . gary Divito 
Historian . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Ray Sutton 
C haplin . . • . . . . . . . . . . . .  Tony ,Su ndt 
Social  C hairman . Todd " Ernie" Sm ith 
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Ulmer nev$r lets �andicap 
prevent h is i nvolvement 
by Laura Seymour 
Eastern student Tim Ulmer has 
never let his handicap discourage him 
from getting·involved. 
After being turned down by the U:S .  
Naval Academy in  Annapolis because 
of epilepsy; Ulmer turned to politics to 
fulfill his need for involvement .  
Now, Ulmer, a 20-year-old political 
science major,  is campaigning to 
become a Reagan delegate to the -1984 
Republican convention . 
Ulmer has been involved · with 
politics since 1 978.  "After high school 
I tried to get into Annapolis, because 
I 've always wanted a career in the 
Navy. But Annapolis wouldn't accept 
me because I 'm an epileptic ,"  Ulmer 
said. 
Despite , orders from the Navy 
Seargents Board to give Ulmer a 
physical , the Navy still labeled Ulmer 
as handicapped and would not honor 
the papers .  Ulmer kept trying to get in­
to Annapolis, but eventually turned his 
interest toward government. 
"It 's  a good thing I l ike government ; 
otherwise I 'd  be lost , "  he said . .  
Ulmer was the youngest of six pages 
to serve at the 1 980 GOP (Grand Old 
Party) National Convention . 
" It was the greatest experience of my 
life .  I got to meet Ronald Reagan , 
Jerry Ford, Howard Baker and a whole 
lot more, " Ulmer.said. 
At the . convention Ulmer ran er­
rands, took messages and food to the 
people on the floor. Working as a 
"gopher" was a good excuse to get on 
the floor and meet people, he said. 
"The 1980. convention was like a pep 
rally, because 70 percent of the 
Republicans had already committed to 
Reagan so there wasn' t  a lot of fighting 
about who was to be chosen, "  Ulmer 
said. 
Ulmer also traveled with Con­
gressman Daniel Crane's  1 982 cam­
paign crew, but he said he will be sup­
porting State Senator Max Coffey in 
the 1 9th Congressional Oistrict 
Republican primary in March . 
" I  don' t  believe Crane has a chance 
and I think the party would lose the 
seat so I ' ll stick with the strong can­
didate, " Ulmer said. 
Although he is younger than most 
candidates, U lmer said he believes he is 
just as qualified and as capable as the 
older delegates . 
Although Ulmer would appreciate 
students voting in the primary , . Ulmer 
said he is not basing his campaign on 
Eastern students because many 
students are not registered in the 1 9th 
Congressional District . 
TA C expecting to raise $20, 000 
by Justin Greene 
and Bill Anderson 
Eastern 's  Tarble Art Center is expec­
ting to raise $20,000 from their second 
annual membership drive, TAC Direc­
tor Don Carmichael said.  
However, Carmichael said the fund 
drive is progressing slowly. TAC of­
ficials have met their goal halfway with 
$ 1 0,000 collected so far .  
Mark Alexander, TAC curator, said 
students interested in becoming a 
member must donate $ 1 0, se.nior 
citizens and individual patrons $ 1 5 .  He 
added that the donation for a " family 
member" is $25 . 
Alexander said family membership 
entitles the member to the bi-monthly 
newsletter, use of the TAC reading and 
l istening room and use of the rental/­
sales gallery. 
The funds collected from the drive 
will be used to sponsor art exhibits, 
concerts and workshops . Carmichael 
said if the $20,000 goal is not met 
"we' l l  have to readjust our programm­
ing . " 
Your Secret Santa 
· Headquarters 
Tokens Has it  al l 
G lassware 
EIU � Greek 
Stuffed 
Animals 
Puzzles 
Lamps 
Calanders 
Stationary 
Magazines 
Greek Items 
Posters 
Backpacks 
Pigman ea 
Backgar:nmon 
Boards 
Recycled 
Paper Products 
. Jack Daniels 
Merchandise 
Film Service 
2 for 1 & overnight service 
. . . 
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eagan hopefu l for additional strateg ic arms talks . • • 
ENEV A, Switzerland (AP)-The 
iet Union recessed its nuclear 
tegic-arms talks with the United 
es on Thursday without setting a 
c for resumption . 
.S .  officials predicted the Soviets 
Id return to the bargaining table . 
Moscow's  move threatened to 
c the superpowers with no major 
m for negotiating cutbacks in 
lcar missiles . 
n Washington ,  President Reagan , 
'le sounding optimistic about an · 
eventual resumption of the talks, 
signaled that he may be ready for a 
summit meeting with Soviet leader 
Yuri V. Andropov. 
The Soviets , in announcing suspen­
sion of the negotiations, said deploy­
ment of new U . S .  medium-range 
missiles in Europe had created a 
"change in the overall strategic situa­
tion , "  forcing it to re-examine the 
issues in ST ART-the strategic arms 
reduction talks .  
On Nov. 23,  after the arrival of the 
American cruise and Pershing missiles But Soviet Ambassador Viktor P. 
in Western Europe, the Soviets broke Karpov read a statement to chief U .S. -
off the medium-range "Euromissile" negotiator Edward L. Rowny, saying 
talks ,  which had been carried on here the talks stalled because of the new 
parallel to the START discussions on missiles and the Soviets .would not 
long-range missiles and bombers . agree to a new date. · 
Thursday's  meeting had been Earlier this week, Soviet officials in 
scheduled as the final one of the cur- Moscow warned that the strategic arms 
,rent round, beginning a holiday recess.  talks were headed in the same di rection 
Ordinarily the sides would have set a - · as the medium-range negotiations, 
resumption date for approximately which Kremlin leaders have written off 
eight weeks from now. as a "dead letter. "  
. . as Soviets recess without setti ng resu m ption date 
ASHINGTON (AP)-President 
gan said Thursday he is  "very 
ful"  that the Soviet Union will 
rn early next year to the strategic 
s talks just ended in Geneva, and 
- if just slightly - the prospect 
his first summit with the Kremlin.  
Reagan said the Soviet refusal to set 
date for resuming the bargaining 
er Thursday' s  scheduled recess did 
amount to a walkout . The Soviet 
otiators, he noted ,  - "simply said 
that they were not prepared at this time 
to set a date for resumption of 
meetings . "  
-
"They' re pretty careful about their 
choice of words , "  said Reagan, talking 
with reporters before leaving tlie White 
House on a trip to Indianapolis, Ind.  
"I  th ink th is  is more encouraging that 
a walkout . "  
Reagan also said h e  would l ike 
Secretary of State George P. Shultz to 
meet Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei 
ontroversial __ trom page 1 
t race, both Good and Executive 
e President Meg Hart may run for 
position . 
oth Good and Hart said they have 
announced intentions of running 
the office . 
nderson said, "Getting Ron 
ted was a way for Meg to get things 
her favor' for the spring. They 
esel and Hart) control the senate 
and that can be a powerful tool 
her . "  
owever , Hart said , " I  did not sup­
t Wc:sel to help myself. I did not en­
rage him to run . When he told me 
he was running, I made a decision to 
support him . "  
Senator Audrey Dumentat , who 
nominated Wesel , said that although 
the speaker position can give a person a 
polit ical advantage, the speaker race 
was unrelated to the spring student 
government elections .  
· 
Cole said although both candidates ' 
supporters are blaming each other for 
" playing politics, I have to believe that 
senate is looking for a change and 
that ' s  why the vote came out the way it 
did. " 
Ta ke a Coffee 
Brea k . . .  
With the Daily Eastern 
Ne ws Finals Edition 
coming Monday 1 2 - 1 2 .  
Gromyko in  Stockholm at a disarma­
ment conference next month,  and in­
dicated that such a session could pa•·e 
the way for him to visit Soviet Presi­
dent Yuri Andropov . 
Reagan and other administrat ion of­
fic ials have said repeatedly that the 
United States would not be willing to 
participate in summit talks unless there 
had been proper preparations for such 
discussions and there was a likelihood 
they would have a successful outcome. 
The president said Thursday : ' ' I  
think there ·s  some preparation . "  
The Golden Com b 
for Guys & Gals-
Perms . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $3 1 . 00 
- G i rls Hairshaping & blow d ry . $ 1 1  . 00 
G uys Hairshaping & blowdry . $ 9 . 50 · 
Hairshaping only . . . . . . . . . .  $ 6 . 50 
O pen Su n. ,  Dec. 1 1  
345-7530 1 205 T h i rd St. 
O n e  block north of L i ncoln 
Congratulations 
1 984· Rho -Chis 
Deb Anderson 
Elizabeth Bates 
Lanita Briedwell 
Marcia Dick 
Liz Diller 
Andrea Domas 
. Joni Froman 
Jessica Gellert 
Diedre Hunt 
Debbie Klauer 
Barbara Knapp . 
Nanette Kuntz 
Mary Lauchner 
Julie Leitel 
Kim Maltby 
Sherry McBride 
Debbie Miller 
Nancy Muir 
Colleen Murphy 
Brenda Osterman 
Jennifer Parsons 
Jeanne Patterson 
Holly Sorem 
Debbie Staton 
Terri Sternau. 
Terri Taylor _ 
Tammara Thompkins 
Maria Thanasouras 
Laura L .Vasko 
Monique Wassenaar 
Bridget Willey 
Janice York 
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Video Movie Rental 
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/ ru .. h• l /  .. 1 1 1 1  t' l ti'IH Ott)er Discounts and Gitt Certificates Not Apphcable. 
"1/�0PTICAL 
I netsser Hours: 
Mon. -Fri . 9 .5 
Sat. 9- 1 
· WEISSER OPTICAL 
528 W. Lincoln 
345-2527 
' 
Other pizza places talk about 
their NO CHEAP PIZZAS or how 
you 'd DRUTHER have theirs. "' 
CAESAR'S knows what you 
l ike - a delicious , good 
deal , Caesar's pizza. We 
think you' l l  agree w ith that ! 
.Caesar's Pizza 
Corner of 4th and Lincoln 
Call 345-2844 for delivery ·------------�------------ -------� 
I $ 1 .00 OFF ! $1 .00 OFF ! 
I . any . I any /arge I 
I double crust pizza I delivered pizza I 
I . I I 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -...- - - .-, �- - - - - -
The 
Per/ ect Christmas Gift 
"""�arkling Diamond 
Earrings and Pendants in 1 4k gold 
1 / 1 0  ct . T.W.  earrings-Our Price $8995 pr. 
1 1 14 ct . T.W.  earrings-Our price $1 9995 pr. 
Other sizes & quality available 
1 4K Gold Bracelets at $995 
Compare the quality! 
Compare the price! 
You 'll find your best buy 
at 
Dally Eastern News Friday, December 9 ,  1 983 
peration- Gr9ylord probe 
out to become pu blic Dino' s Stea k House & Lou nge 
South A frican Rock Lobster 
Surf & Turf 
STEAKS 
HICAGO (AP)-ln  the nation ' s  
s t  court system , these are days o f  
anxiety .  Names are about to be 
ed . Secrets are about to be reveal­
candal is in  the air. 
ow , three years after it  began ,  
rat ion Greylord, an  Abscam-style 
touched as the most ambitious 
_ tigat ion of j udicial corruption in 
. history, is about to go public.  
promises to be a tale of intrigue 
adventure:  a " white knight" j udge 
Now, some j udges, attorneys and -
po l ice  o ff icers  accu s t o m ed t o  
aj udicating mil l ions of cases each year ,  
including tens of t housands of felonies,  
wil l  be gett ing a fresh look at law and 
order - from a defendant ' s  eye view . 
I n  recent days , scores have been ad­
vised by the Justice Department they 
were overheard in. legal wi retaps -
sometimes in judges ' chambers . Not al l  
are suspected of criminal activity . 
Some also have been - advised they are 
targets of the Greylord probe . 
Part of Greylord , named after the 
wigs worn by Brit ish jurists ,- reported ly 
focused on narcotics and traffic courts 
- just two parts of Cook County's  im-
* Ribeyes * Ne w  York Strip 
* Fi/et Mignon 
Open Graduation Sunday 
December 1 1  from · 1 2- 7  
concealed a tape recorder in his  
boy boots ,  FBI ' moles ' posing as 
upt prosecutors and a _ " Boy 
t"  state ' s  attorney who turned to 
in the fast lane to snare crooked 
nse lawyers. - mense j udicial system that includes 322 Reservations ca/1 3 4 5 - 6 70 7 after 3 : 3 0  
eports also have surfaced o f  deals 
in bars , an FBI agent snapping pic­
of a j udge counting money and 
electronic ' bugs ' placed inside the 
bers of at least two j udges -
ved to be the first such court­
oved eavesdropping. 
many as 1 00  phony criminal cases 
were created to ferret out Cook 
nty's kinky lawyers, judges and 
rtroom fixers as part of Greylord , 
former - Police - Superintendent 
ard Brzeczek : 
ristmas trees 
' 
ort in supply 
he Associated Press 
rmed with - hatchets and saws ,  
ring boots and parkas to protect 
from the snow and cold , 
omers are flock ing to Christmas 
farms i n  I l l i nois to  select and cut  
ami ly t ree . 
e sold a few t rees / before 
ksg iv ing , "  said Bob Grady of 
I i .  " But I ' m  look ing · for th i s  
end t o  be  t he biggest . '. '  
ady, who has 5.0 · acres of  
s tmas t rees i n  Peoria County ,  i s  -
o f  300 to 400 growers sca1 1 ered _ 
nd t he s ta te .  They are i rying un­
ssfully to  meet t he public de� 
d .  
l l inois is  basically an importer of 
stmas t rees , "  said Ted Curti n ,  a 
ers i t y  o f  I l l i n o i s  fo res t ry 
·alist . " Most of those choose-and­
arms could sell  three or four times 
ny trees as they have . "  
ady i s  n o  exept ion·. He has more 
2 ,000_ Christmas trees ready for 
oliday season-not enough . 
e 're always short , ' '  said Grady, 
operates the business with his son . 
just have . more customers than 
We' re increasing our planting so 
day we may catch up. " 
spite the shortage of I l l inois 
tmas trees and the profit potential 
'sing them , Curtin said there were 
acks to the husiness. -
r one thing, it takes about eight 
for a tree to grow tall enough to 
here is a long interval between the 
you plant a t ree and you sell it , "  
urtin .  "That ' s  a long dry spell 
e you see a penny . "  
business also requires a lot o f  
labor .  
ry year, seedlings must b e  pur­
and planted-about 1 ,000 per 
the forest must be treated with 
cals to control weeds;  t rees must 
ned and shaped early in  the sum-
e do that so the customer wil l  
with an artist ' s_conception of a 
mas tree , "  said Grady.  Other­
trees could be crooked and their 
j udges and 20,000 l icensed attorneys . 
UNDER PRESSURE 
. .  
FINALS WEEK 1 - . 
LET -YOUR 
UNION HELP ! .  
Bookstore ­
The Junction -
Lobby Shop -
Hardee's -
Rathskeller - , 
f(�t3 
STUDY. BREAKS 
Monday : 11Paper  Chase", 3pm .,-G ran d  Bal l room . 
Tu esday : Car icatu re D raw i n gs, 2-5 p m ., H a rd ee1s .  
W ed nesday : P h otos w /Santa, 3-5p m ., Hard ee's . 
UNION SPECIALS 
FREE P E N C I L  w ith p u rchase 
Bowl J gam es fo r $1.50 
shoes free w /stu dent I D 
N EW N achos 754 
Popco rn 254 
M & M's p lai n or peanut 654 fo r 1/ 4 Lb . 
FREE Coffee w I Biscu it p urchase, 8am .- 10am . 
Breakfast at 8-10a m ., (ends Weds.) 
Mountain of Coke, 6�Pack $1.50, case $5.75 
A l l  Specia ls specia ls start .i\t1on., Dec. 12. 
. OPEN FOR STUDYING 
Vending Lou nge U nion Station -
University BaJ I_ room 
F�EE COFFEE i n  Bal l room, 10pm.-6am. 
OPEN SUNDAY - FRIDAY 
t t 
es could be far apart .  rsl!imsim!;m�!25i!Szs:Z2SiZSl!il25m2.Si!SlSZ2SCSZ!K25m!2.Si!S'l5Z2Sim!;m5ZSi!mii!2Sl2!im!!im�!mii!2Sl2!im!!im5m!25ii!2SZ2Sim!il25m!2.Si�
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, _ _  
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· · Friday's 
1 2  December 9, 1 983 Classified ads Report error• lmmedl•tely •t 581 ·281 2. A correct •chwlll •ppur In the next edition. Uni"• notified, we cHnot be r"pon1lbl• for •n Incor­rect •d •fter It• first lnaertlon. DNdllne 2 p.m. prevlou1 d•y. 
Official Notices Offlcl•I Notice• •r• P81d for through the Of· flee of Unlver1lty Rel8tlon1. Oue1tlon1 concer­ning notlc" 1hould be directed to th8t Office. 
Voc•tlon81 Educ•tlon 
Schol•rahlp 
A $500 Vocational Educa­
tion Scholarship is available for 
Spring Semester 1 984 from 
the I l l inois Congress of Parents 
and Teachers. 
All undergraduate students 
currently enrolled in a voca­
tional teacher certification pro­
gram are eligible. This includes 
students in  business educa­
tion , career occupat io n s .  
health occupations education , 
home economics education 
and technology education . · 
Scholastic ac h i evem e n t ,  
relative financial need and 
leadersh ip commitment to 
chosen field will be considered 
in selection of the recipient. 
A p p l icat ion f o r m s  are 
available from: 
Dr. Richard K. Holfstrand ,  
Director 
Occupational Education 
304 AAC 
Phone:  2 1 7 - 58 1 -39 1 2 
A p p l i c a t i o n s  a r e  d u e  
December 1 6 , 1 983.  
Richard K .  Holfstrand ,  Director 
Occupational Education 
., 
Student Insurance 
. Refund 
Students who can provide 
evidence of having health in­
surance equal to or better than 
the EIU Student Sickness & 
Accident Insurance may re­
quest a "Petition for I nsurance 
Refund" from Student Health 
Insurance,  Student Services· 
East wing . January 2 5 ,  1 984 
is the last date these petitions 
will be accepted for Spring 
Semester 1 984 . 
Sue McKenna, Director 
._ � Financial Aids 
� .... · �  ... .• -,.._,� i j �  • 1 .i.. 
Flnanclal Aid 
Disbursement 
All financial aid recipients of 
awards scheduled to be 
disbursed on December 1 5t h ,  
1 9 8 3  and those who tailed to 
obtain their aid of an earlier 
scheduled date are asked to 
repcrt to the Office of Financial 
Aids, 2nd Floor,  East Win g ,  
Student Services_ Bui ld ing,  
from 9- 1 2  noon and 1 -3 : 30 
p . m .  on December 1 5th . 
Please bring your student I D  
card with you . 
Sue McKehna, Director 
Financial Aids 
Grade Change 
Appeals 
appeals to change assigned 
grades must be in itiated by the 
student through the ap­
propriate instructor within four 
weeks after the start of the 
grading period following the 
one for which the contested 
grades were recorded. The 
deadl ine for Fall Semester 
1 983 grade change appeals is 
Thursday, February 9, • 1 984 . 
James E. Martin 
Registrar 
U nclear 
Records 
The academic records for · 
students who have outstanding 
obligations with such depart-
()� .v 
·�� u . ;r'ft lih .ii:/ 
Now Renting 
Spring Semester 
Regency 
Apartments 
345-91 05 
ments a s  Textbook Rental Ser­
vice, Booth Library, Athletic 
Department, Financial Aids, 
Chemistry Department, Securi­
ty, Housing ,  etc . ,  will be mark­
ed unclear . Each student 
should check with all depart­
ments to clear all obligations 
prior to semester or summer 
term breaks and/or leaving the 
l,J n iverslty  p e r m a n e n t l y .  
Transcripts of the academic 
record of any student with an 
unclear record will be withheld 
and not sent to anyone or any 
place. If the obligation is ex­
tremely serious or prolonged , it 
may result in a complete hold 
on a student's record which in· 
e ludes withhold i n g  grade 
reports and precludes readmis­
sion , registration . or gradua­
tion. 
James E .  Martin 
Registrar 
Graduation _ 
Requirements Deadl ine 
For a student to  be con­
sidered a Fall Semester 1 983 
graduate ALL graduation re­
quirements must -be met by 
4 : 30 p . m .  on Friday , January 
6, 1 9 8 4 .  This means that any 
removals of incom p l e t e s .  
changes o f  grades, or a n  of­
ficial transcript of academic 
work from another institution 
M U ST reach Records Office 
by that date . If  all requirements 
are not met , the student should 
reapply for graduation for Spr­
ing Semester 1 984 no later 
than Friday , January 2 0 .  
1 98 4 .  
James E .  Martin 
Registrar 
Correspondence 
Courses 
Students who pan to take 
any work by correspondence 
MUST have that course ap­
proved in  Records Office prior 
to enroll ing tor the course . 
Students shou1d ask to see M r .  
Conley o r  Mr .  Martin t o  discuss 
· t a k i n g  w o r k  by c o r -
respondence . 
James E .  Martin 
Registrar 
Application 
For Graduation 
app l ication and reapplication 
for graduation tor Spring 
Semester 1 984 must be ac­
complished no later than the 
deadl ine of 4 : 30 p . m .  on Fr i ·  
day , January 20, 1 9 8 4 .  The 
necessary forms are available 
in  Records Office . · 
James E. Martin 
Registrar 
Reapplication 
for graduation 
Any student who has applied 
for graduation for a future 
semester or summer term and 
then finds that he/she wil l  be 
graduated either a semester o r .  
summer term -earlier or later 
M UST make reapplicat ion for 
graduation in the Records Of· 
fice. There is no additional 
charge for reapplication . Reap-
plication must be accomplish­
ed no later than the published 
deadline of the new semester 
of summer term when he/she 
plans to graduate. For Spring 
Semester 1 984 the deadline is 
Friday, January 20,  1 984 . 
James E. Martin 
Registrar 
Student G rade 
Re Ports 
At the close of each grading 
period Student Grade Repcrts 
are mailed to the permanent 
addresses listed by the 
students-not local addresses . 
Please be sure that you have 
requested a change of perma­
nent address with Housing if 
there has been a .change in 
your permanent , address to 
which grades will  be mai led.  
James E .  Martin 
Registrar 
Central 
Registration 
Any continu ing student who 
did not pre-enrol l  and pay tees 
for Spring Semster 1 984 may 
enrol l  on January 9 or 1 0 ac­
cording to the fo l l o w i n g  
schedule by first letter of last 
nam e :  
Monday, Jan. 9 Tuesdiy, Jan. 1 O 
l 9:00 a.m. A 9:00 1.m. 
M 9:35 1.m. B · 9:35 a.m. 
N-0 1 0: 1 0  1.m. C 1 0 : 1 0  a.m. 
P-0 1 0:45 1.m. D 1 0:45 1.m. 
R 1 1 :20 1.m. E·F 1 1 :20 1.m. 
S 1 1  :55 1.m. G . 1 1  :55 1.m. 
T 1 2:30 p.m. H 1 �30 p.m. 
U·V 1 :05 p.m. l·J 1 :05 p.m. 
W·Z 1 :40 p.m. K 1 :40 p.m. 
Door closes at 2:30 p.m. 
Use the southeast entrance 
to McAfee and follow the direc­
tion
.
al signs to the North Gym 
At the entrance to the North 
Gym . present your I D  card . · 
Enrollment materials and in ­
structions wi l l  be provided as 
you enter  the advising area 
PAY WHEN YOU ENROLL. 
M ichael D .  Taylor 
Director . Reg istration 
Graduate 
· Registration 
Any continu ing student who 
did not pre-enroll and pay fees 
for Spring Semester 1 984 may 
enrol l  on Saturday , January 7 .  
1 9 8 4  according t o  the follow­
ing· schedule by firs• letter of 
last nam e :  
A-C 9:00 a.m. M-R 1 0:30 1.m. 
0-0 9:30 1.m. S-T 1 1  :00 1.m. 
H·l 1 0:00 a.m. U·Z 1 1 :30 1.m. 
Door closes at 1 1  :45 1.m. 
Use the southest entrance to 
McAfee and follow the direc­
tior.al sign to the North Gym . 
Present your ID card at the en­
trance to the North Gym to 
receive enrollment i:naterials 
and i nstructi9ns. 
Enrollm
.
ent � pr8cetlures' In- · 
elude PAYMENT,·OF' SPRING 
TU ITION AND FEES . 
Graduate students ·who can­
not enroll on January 7 may 
enroll on January 9 or 1 0 
between 9 : 00 a . m .  and 2 : 30 
p . m .  Enrollment procedures 
will begin at the southeast door 
of McAfee . 
Michael D. Taylor 
Director,  Registration 
U-Store Warehouse Co. 
U-Store Warehouse 
Self-service Mini Storage 
20 Different Sizes from 
4' x 5 '  up.  U-Carry The Key.
- � 
� 0 •t  f INDIVIDUAL ROOMS . ne mhe south 0 Rte. 1 6  ' Yo,_c.,,, n •• •• , 
on Highway 1 30 
REX ' N '  DON BUILDING 
h: 345-3535 or After Hours 345-5850 
¢ �� 
aServices Offered 
I ' l l  type for you . Call Debbie 
at 345-4466 after 5 : 00 p . m .  
________ . _oo 
NEED TYPING: Call 345-
9 2 2 5  - fast, accurate! 
_________ 1 2/9 
Need typing done? Call 345· 
2595 after 5 p .m.  Fast! Effi­
cient! 
______ 1 2/ 9  
NO Room in t h e  car? Leave 
fish and plants to a reliable per­
son over break. Call 345- 1 395 
tor  more information . 
______ 1 2/9 
�r-_H_el_p_W_an_ted_ 
OVERSEAS JOBS· Sum­
mer/year round.  Europe , S. 
Amer . ,  Australia, Asia.  All 
f ields. $500- 1 200 monthly. 
Sightseeing.  Free info. Wrtie 
IJC . Box 5 2 - I L3 Corona Del 
Mar , CA 9 2 6 2 5 .  
_c 1 1 / 1 0- 2 2 , 2 8 ; 1 2/ 2 , 5- 1 2 
'7 Wanted 
Subleaser ior 2 bedroom 
trai ler .  Water , cable , trash in ­
cluded . $ 1 60 month . 345-
1 35 9 .  
________ 1 2/ 1 2 
2 Males needed to share 
room in  fully turn . apt . 
w/dishwasher .  Close to cam­
pus. Uti l ities pd. $ 1 00 dept. 
$1 50 or $1 30 if paid ·in ad­
vance.  Youngstowne.  Call 
345- 7 1 68 from 5- 7 .  
________ 1 219 
Rides/Riders 
Hinsdale Oasis ,  C hicago, 
Lincoln Mall Christmas 
Break. 2 6 . 9 5  round trip . .  Small 
group tour bus. Comfortable 
ride . Register early at College 
Inn M - F ,  8 - 8 .  Deadl ine Dec . 
1 2  6 . 9 5 deposit .  Leaves Dec . 
1 5 , 4 : 00 p . m .  
________ 1 2/ 1 2 
Ride. needed over Christmas . 
Round trip .  Heading for South 
Carolina.  Partial r ide to the 
Virginias, lower Kentucky , or 
Tennessee acceptable .  Ask tor 
Shery l .  348-59 1 8 . 
________ 1 2 1 1 2  
Two girls need ride to 
C hicago 1 2 7.th & C icero or 
vicin ity Dec . 9.  Please call 
Nora at 348- 5 2 3 6 .  
_________ 1 21 9  
O n e  .g i r l  needs a ric:fe t o  Joliet 
Mall on Friday , 1 21 1 6 . Can 
leave anytime after 1 2 : 00 .  Call 
J i l l  345-9380.  
1 2/9 
· One g i r l  needs r ide to N .  W .  
suburbs/O'Hare Oasis .  Can 
leave Dec . 1 5 , 1 6 . I travel 
l ight !  C harlene 5 8 1 - 5 5 8 5 .  
1 2 / 1 2 
R i d e  n e e d e d  to N .  W .  
suburbs ( Barringto n ,  Palat ine ,  
etc . )  on Thursday , Dec . 1 5  
after 5 p . m .  Call Mary 58 1 -
2906.  
-------� 1 2 / 1 2 
Riders wanted:  Heading for 
Denver Colo. for Christmas 
Break. Going through St. 
Louis,  K . C ,  and Denver. Call 
Oly 348- 7 9 0 4 .  
_________ 1 2/9 
Help!  Ride needed to North 
or Northwest suburbs Friday , 
Dec . 1 6th after 1 1  a . m .  Call 
Deanna 348-886 4 .  
Girl needs ride one way 
FROM N . W .  suburbs AFTER 
C hristmas break . U RGENT 
Jul ie 5 8 1 -37 5 1 . 
________ 1 2/9 
-Ride needed over Christmas 
break to Hinsdale Oasis/N . W .  
suburbs. C a n  leave after noon 
on Dec. 1 6 . Will  help with gas 
expenses. Ask for Christi . 
345-35 7 7 .  
_________ 1 2/9 
Ride needed to O'Hare Oasis 
for C hristmas Break. I can 
leave Dec . 1 5  - Carolyn . 345-
6780.  
________ 1 2/ 1 2 
Need ride to and from Nor­
thwest Suburbs for Christmas 
Break. Can leave anytime 
Thursday 1 2 / 1 5 .  Call 5094 . 
________ 1 2/9 
Want a room? A car? A 
stereo? A job? Whatever you 
want , check the Eastern News 
classified ads.  
A Roominates '1 _111. __ 
FEMALE ROOMMATE need­
ed for large 1 br. apartment. 1 
1 /2 blks. from campus . $ 1 05 
includes garbage.  water, and 
1 /2 heat. Pets allowed . Call 
Laurie at 348- 7 7 9 1 . 
_________ 1 2/9 
Need male sublet - Morton 
Park Apartments. Close to 
campus . Was $ 1 3 5 .  Now $95 
- transferring ,  need out .  Call 
Michael 345-9482 . 
________ 1 2/ 1 2 
F E M A L E  S U B L E A S E R  
NEEDED Spring semester in  
nice furnished Lincolnwood 
Apt. Call 345- 1 39 5 .  
_________ 1 2/9 
Female subleaser private 
bedroom , kitchen plus washer 
and dryer use. Close to cam­
pus. $ 1 50 per month , includes 
util it ies . Calf 345-7640.  
_________ 1 2/9 
WANTED :  One male room­
mate for spring semester .  
$ 1 1 O/month . Garbage,  water 
paid . Call John 348-82 9 2 .  
-----�--- 1 2 /9 
Female subleaser,  spring 
semester,  new DU PLEX , own 
room , LOW UTILITIES, furnish­
ed,  1 block from Buzzard , wi l l  
be pleased to show. 1 81 8 
Tenth , Apt . 1 .  348- 8 7 0 9 .  
_________ 1 2/9 
Female Subleaser needed 
tor nice Regency Apartment .  
Great location ,  nice room­
mates,  and quiet. $ 1 2 0/month 
or $ 1 1 2 . 50/month by the 
semester .  Call Jul ie 348-
5 5 5 8 .  
_________ 1 2 19 
MALE SUBLEASER NEED· 
E D .  Spring '84 . $ 1 00 a month . 
low uti l it ies, not far from cam-
· pus. Nice roommates . Call Eric 
at 3 4 5 - 9 2 6 7  or 345- 1 284 . 
_________ 1 2 1 9  
Needed ! '  1 or 2 females to 
· share large apt . Huge kitchen . 
close to campus, Drop by and 
take a look. More info call 348-
7 5 36·or 345-2 7 7 7 .  
_________ 1 2  9 
F E M A L E  S U B L E A S E R  
NEEDED.  $ 1 20 mth . 9 mth . 
lease,  1 blk .  from campus , oym 
bedroom . water & trash pd . .  
particially furn Call Joni  345·  
1 28 4 .  
-- - 1 2  9 
o r  2 F E M A L E · 
SU BLEASER for apartment 
one block from campus , cash 
d i s c o u n t . R e n t  $ 1 1 0  
( negotiable)  Helen 348- 8 7 8 8 .  
_____ ___ 1 2 , 9  
F E M A L E  S U B L E A S E R  
N E E D E D .  Own b e d r oo m .  
across street from campus . 
$ 1 1 0  a month . Call 3 4 5 ·  
2 4 4 6 .  
_ 1 2 9 
Need or 2 female 
subleasers for  · nice house ' 
Close to campus.  F u lly furnish­
ed and carpeted '  R E N T  
N E GOTIABLE ' Call 348-0048 
_________ 1 2  9 
2 subleasers needed for spr­
ing semester . 1 1 09 4th 
$ 1 00/month 1 13 uti l ities pai d .  
Call  3 4 5- 6 7 2 8 .  
______ 1 2 / 1 2 
F E M A L E  S U B L E A S E R  
N E E D E D  $ 1 4 0 . 0 0 / m o n t h . 
close to campus , 2 bedroo m ,  
carpeted,  furnished , spai:;ious 
l iv ing room , nice kitchen and 
bath faci l i t ies.  Inquire after 7 
p . m .  at 345- 2 5 7  4 .  
--------'·- 1 2 1 1 2  
Needed one or two female 
subleaser for spring semester ,  
one block from campus.  Call 
345- 1 48 8 .  
________ 1 2/ 1 2 
NEEDED 1 or 2 female 
subleasers . Close to campus, 
low util it ies , own bedroom , Call 
348-070 1 .  
________ 1 2/ 1 2 
N e e d  2 r o o m m a t e s .  
Available immediately .  Nice un­
furnished apartment close to 
campus . Cal l  345· 5304 . 
________ 1 2/9 
Male Subleaser,  Regency 
Apts . ! Own bedroom! 1 other 
roommate, $ 1 40/mo . or 1 0% 
discount if total paid for 
Semester .  3 48 - 8 7 9 8 ,  no 
answer 345-� 1 37 ask for 
Robert . 
________ 1 2/ 1 2 ·  
F e m a l e  S u  b l  e a s e r  
desperately needed. Furnish­
ed two bedroom , bath and Y. 
a p a r t m e n t .  C l o s e  t o  
campus-Low utilities. Very 
negotiable-Need out! Lisa 
345- 1 0 1 5 . 
One female subleaser 
ed for spring semester! 
apt. with own room . Acr 
form Morton Park, close 
campus. Call 345-5794. 
_______ 1 21 1  
MALE SPRING SUBLE 
needed : Regency, call 
345-9647 .  
. 
________ 1 2/ 1  
Roommate needed, 
room, across street from 
pus. $ 1 00 month . 348- 7655 
_______ 1 211  
Female S u bleaser­
room ! 1 30 includes uti l" 
Close to Campus. 348-59 
or  345-4488.  
Rent a min i -storage as low 
$ 2 0  per month . Sized 4 x 
up to 1 0  x 2 2 .  West Route 1 
Phone 345- 7 7  4 6 .  
N O W  AVAILABLE:  1 a 
bedroom apartments r 
from $ 2 1  0 to $300 per m 
Two persons per unit .  St 
and non-student local 
Carlyle Apts: 345- 77 46 
Apartm ents and pr iv  
rooms near square . Call 
7 1  7 1  from 1 0- 1 1 a m or 
p . m .  
TO RENT.  
ingerland Drum set . 
608 9 .  Reg Owens.  
( F U RNISHED APART 
for men ) Three rooms. 
storage ( R E DUCED) 
4846 
t 2: 
Female subleaser for s 
semester - P ine t ree  a 
men ts .  First month paid 3 
364 7  
N E E D E D  O n e  
S U B L E A S E  
Regency Apts have 
avai lable for  second sem 
Call 345- 9 1 0 5  
1 
Beautiful one bedroom 
in  Youngstowne f u r rn  
Cal l  348-039 2  $250 m o  
- --- . 1 2  
Female Sublease r n 
for Spring Semester at 
Tree Apts Low ren l  
roomies 348-02 7 "  
3- bedroom house 3 
all ut i l it ies paid . washer 
microwave. $ 1 3 5 each 
3 4 8 - 5 8 2 2  after 5 00 Cl  
campus.  
----- -- - 1 
One woman needed f 
bedroom house . your 
bedroom & 2 bathrooms 
3 4 5 - 2 206 
New 2 bedrm . apts av 
immediately .  prime loca · 
C harlesto n .  cAll 348·881  
-----�-- 1 
1 ro 2 females , large 
floor apartment and 
c lose to campus 
UTILITIE S .  Rent nego 
Call Lori or Peggy at 
088 7 .  
Subleaser(s) needed 
beautifu l ,  large one bdr 
M o d e r n , f u r n i s h e d  
$ 1 7 2 . 50 .  Trash/cable · 
ed.  Call 348· 7524.  
4 room apartment, 
eluded , balconies and 
Call after 5 p . m .  348-88 
�------- • 
Cheap ! 
u t i l i t i e s  i n c .  1 I 
subleaser. 1 /2 block tr 
pus. Call 345-4568. 
Male sublease n 
Jan . - May util ities, 
paid.  $90 per month . 
8 2 4 6 .  
F E M A L E  S U B L E  
DESPERATELY ne 
spring semester. Y 
apartmnet. Fully 
Own bedroom. Rent 
month . Call 345-4483. 
.. � · 'Friday's 
ember 9, t 983 ·c13SSlf1ed ads Report �rrO..s lmmedletely et 511-1 ·28 1 2. A Co;rect ed wlll eppeer In the next edition. Uni••• notified, we cennot be rHponslble for en lncor· rect ed efter It• first Insertion. DHdllne 2 p.m. previous day. 1 3  
For Rent f ... i ...... ___ Fo_r_R_e_n_t ti For Rent 0 q Lost/Fotind '-· · Announcements Lost/Found <;' 
nished House For Rent 1 
from campus. 4 students 
1 1 5.00 eac h ,  low deposit, 
and trash paid .  Call 345· 
• 345-3896. 
1 2/9 r-:-:1,..-,et-:. -:o=-n
-
e--:-be
-
d7r
-
oo
_
m
_ apt. -
square . Negotiable rent .  
345- 1 490 or 348-850 1 . • 
1 2/9 
SUBLEASER NEED· 
for Spring . Two bedroom 
n i s h e d  a p a r t m e n t .  
tiable rent and low 
. . Call Rob 345 -6870 . 
_______ 1 2/9 anted : Mature · ( b u t  
· l y  young) couple t o  live 
manage house contain-
3 other apts. Low rent 
rate responsibilities. 
details, contact Roger or 
at 345- 5339 . 
1 2 /9 t:::::=A:-:T::-A:--:B::-:-L-:::E-:: �2-:-be--:droom 
ent. stove , refrigerator. 
furniture. Near campus. 
e .  $240 (2) or $285 ( 3 )  
water. trash . HEAT. 
2754 or 348- 1 5 1 8 .  
________ 1 2 1 2  
bedroom apt. j u s t  
rated , laundry facilities. 
e, res ident ial  area.  
. 00 a month includes 
pick up. No "pets . 345· 
�-,------- 1 219 roommate needed 
S p r i n g  S e m e s t e r . 
/month . Own bedroom. 
split 5 ways. Close to 
. Call 345-740 7 .  
..,_--;-:----:---::- 1 2 1 9 subleaser for Spring 
month . One block North 
. Call Scoll 345-9593. 
____ . _ ___ 1 2 /9 
rtment available i m'­
tely. Furnished . 2 rooms 
bath . $ 1 60 month . 345-
---- - 1 2 19 D roommate for new 
Utilities low' BEAUTIFUL 
. rent negotiable '  Call 
0246 for Val for more in-
R"::-:��c-=--:-:-· 1 2 . 1 2 
EATABLE : 2-bedroom 
nt. stove . refrigerator. 
furniture . Near campus. 
e.  $240 (2) or $285 (3) 
s water. trash . HEAT .  
27541348- 1 5 1 8 . 
._ _______ 1 2  1 2  
male roommate needed 
e 1 br. apartment c lose 
pus $87 . 501mo . Low 
s.  Call 345- 1 1 1 6 .  
_______ 1 2 · 9 
ment for sublease for 
semester across street 
B u z z a r d  B l d g . 
/month gets you a 2 
m place 1 O seconds 
campus .  Prefer facul· 
· service employee that is 
oker . Call 345-5995 
ails. Don't wait  this one 
fast' (References re· 
) . 
SUBLEASE APARTMENT ! !  
Pool , Low Uti l i t ies.  and 
Cheap ! !  $83 a month . Call 
348-897 9 .  
________ 1 2/ 1 2 
Two bedroom trailer. Water. 
trash, cable included . $1 60 
month . 345- 1 359 . 
________ 1 2 1 1 2  
F E M A L E  · s u B L E A S E R  
NEEDED for nice townhouse 
apartment close to campus. 
Reasonable rent and utilities .  
May rent paid . Call Lana 348-
06 8 1 . 
________ 1 2 19 
2 private rooms in a quiet 
home near campus .  Phone 
.1 2 · 9 
1 bedroom apartments. 2 
and 3 bedroom houses, sleep­
ing rooms.  Call Leland Hall 
Real Estate . 345· 7023 . 
________ 1 2 1 1 2  
2 Male subleasers needed 
tor House 1 block forth of cam-
p u s  o n  4 t h . s ' 1 0 5 
( Negot . ) imo. '348-5575 
_ _  1 2 1 2  
4 room apartment .  furnished . 
utilities paid.  1 block from cam ­
pus at 1 1 09 6th St . -345-
7 2 6 9 .  
P E R F ECT C H R ISTMAS 
GIFT!  Commodore VIC-20 and 
accessories. $ 1 9 9 val u e .  
Yours for only $ 1 59.  Call 58 1 -
360 1 . 
________ 1 2/9 
Christmas special ! New ra­
quetball equipment at great 
savings! Call Lisa or Mel at 
345-7955.  
________ 1 2/8 
PANASONIC Portable AM· 
F M .  cassette. dolby, metal 
tape. Top of the l ine, originally 
cost $400, will sell for $ 1 9 5 .  
346- 2 1 68 .  
________ 1 2/8 
SCHWINN LeTour. Excellent 
cond. $ 1 50 . 346 - 2 1 68 . 
1 2/8 
Small refrigerator for sale . 
Only $ 50 . 00 .  Call 348- 1 50 1 .  
________ 1 2/9 
House for sale, live free 
while at school and make you 
or your parents money. Call 
345- 1 488.  
________ 1 2i9 
AM/FM Cassette Car Stereo. 
amplifier, 3-way speakers. 
Dual , Garrard turntables, fully 
automatic. Best offer. Phone 
348-896 5 .  
________ 1 2 19 
1 2 1 2 Good solid dinette table with 
Sublet: Own bedroom !65 • 2 leaves and 6 chairs . $3 5 . 00 . 
plus utilities. Cati Debby 5 8 1 ' ·  Ph .  345-337 1 .  
2 3 2 7 1 345- 792 2 .  _______ 1 2  1 2 
________ 1 2 9 ��---Fo_r s_a_le 
For Sale :  Farmstead, no 
house. plus pond and addi· 
tional acreage. Terms to EIU 
employees. Gil Wilson,  345-
2283 .  
________ 1 2 /9 
Skiers Special : Skiis, boots. 
and poles at sacrifice prices -
call Kim 58 1 -3235 .  
________ 1 2/9 
For Sale: 1 97 7  Camara. 
350, 4-speed, new paint and 
tires. Top of the line Alpine 
stereo. $3300 . 253-28 7 7 .  
________ 1 2/9 
A K C. r e g . L a b r a d o r  
Retrievers, blacks & yellows . 
1 st shots, wormed, dewclaws 
removed. Ready now! 2 1 7 · 
543-3 1 49 after 4 : 00 p . m .  
________ 1 2 19 
B 78- 1 3  tires. Set of 4 $ 2 5 :  
Fully equipped 20 long fish 
tank with iron stand. Take best 
offer. Call 348-5479 . 
1 2  8 
For sale: large royal blue EIU 
jacket, 2 months old. $30 . 
Reg . $45 .  58 1 -2569. 
________ 1 2 · 1 2  
0 
g Lost/Found 
LOST: Keys wi"Maxims" tag 
on them at Buzzard Pool 
women's locker on 1 2 . e . 
Please call 3 1 1 O and leave 
message if found.  thank you . 
-:-:------- 1 2 · 1 2  
FOUND: pair silver earrings 
at 1 80 1  2 0th . If yours call 
348- 5320. 
________ 1 2  1 2  
rat ' s tales 
LOST: A gold cross from a 
necklace. Near library or 
Tokens . If found call Ji l l  at 58 1 · 
3 1 60. 
______ 1 2/9 
FOUND:  Algebra 1 300 text 
book in Coleman . Claim at Daily 
Eastern News. 
________ 1 2/9 
FOUND: Small ladies ring . 
Come to 1 04C Science Bldg . 
to describe. 
________ 1 2/9 
LOST: Business Law book in 
Buzzard Auditorium. Call 2 1 7-
923-3483 collect. 
________ 1 2/9 
LOST: My wallet in McAfee 
Gy.,, on Friday, Dec. 2nd.  If 
found please call Greg Hall 
345- 1 236. Thanx! 
________ 1 2/9 
LOST: A black zippered 
oouch containing llford printing 
filters . If found call 348-5867 .  
--,.------- 1 2 / 1 0  LOST: Keys on Carman key 
:hain attached on a "D'" 
-<eychain .  Please call if found 
5 8 1 -5738.  
________ 1 2 1 1 0  
FOUND: A puppy on 1 2th 
Street. Call 345-37 40 and 
jescribe it. · 
________ 1 2 1 1 0  
LOST: FORTRAN 2 300 text, 
Dec. 5, possibly in Life 
Science 30 1 . Coleman 1 20 or 
Student Services User room.  
Call Carl 348- 1 466 . 
________ 1 2 . 1 0  
LOST : C a l c u l u s  book 
( wh ite) . If found contact Dan . 
345· 286 7 . 
_____ __ 1 2  1 2  
LOST: 3 keys on 2 rings and 
one heart-shaped ring .  Lost 
Wednesday. Call Cyndi 5 8 1  . 
5044 . >· 
________ 1 2  1 2  
FOUND:  Brown mittens in 
Blair Hal l  room 30 1 . Come to 
Eastern News to claim . 
.,.-::-==,...-:-:-- --- 1 2 1 2  
LOST : Tan backpack con­
tains red and black jacket .  Call 
Racheal at .348-854 7 . 
-::�------ 1 2  1 2  LOST: Blue quilled ski vest 
at Marty's on Wednesday . 
ri ight.  Please call 5694 . 
- · --- ___ _ 1 2  1 2  
Wool coats size 7 $ 1 0  eac h .  
Call 345-5000 
1 2 / 1 2  
rA.tJ ! (,.)MT 1(1/J n OF 
()\-�tSrMA;'S' "SPI " I s  
Puzzle Answers :f""\-fAT"? 
rom the Wizard 's Closet------
H E'f , O L I)  ,,. .. " � 
AtE Yov i l.'#11' £  H 
fl.O f� l tJ  o tl  """ 
T .i '-f ? 
, 
BLOOM COUNTY 
--
" PH.K /,.JTO r tt f  F .. n vfl f  ' C 1t it 1q mA s 
M E  /(J( 'f (H.t1sTM4 s, 
k 1�1> 1 t s./ 
/VI '"""' / L . ' - 'i' J 
c v f  j 
'lf, S .'  �5 /. 
IN A HURRY.� .. 
GOITA PRCK !. .. 
SHIRTS ... 
1HM'5 � 
BOTTOM Cf' 
� \al..17 
YA KHOW . . .  
I 
1.2- 9  
LOST: Triad key ring colored 
red , single key. If found, 
please call 58 1 -2494.  
________ 1 21 1 2 
LOST: 1 4kt. gold , 1 8  inch 
chain ( box linked) .  Reward 
$ $ $ .  348-50 1 8 . 
. ______ 1 2/ 1 2 
Announcements 
Have you or anyone · you 
know been sexually assaulted? 
Free and confidential help is 
available. Call Women Against 
Rape 345-2 1 62 .  
-..,..-,--,------�00 
S . A . M .  is coming 
_________ 1 2/ 9 
Carpet your room with a rem­
nant, see Carlyle Interiors 
Unlimited . West Route 1 6 , 
o pen 8·6 Mon. -Sat. phone 
345-7746. 
_________ oo 
The DZ's would l ike to wish 
everyone good luck during 
finals and we hope you all ha1e 
a very Merry C hristmas. 
________ 1 2 '9 
TOKENS - the one and only 
SECRET SANT A Headquarters 
- the spot tor all your holiday 
shopping . 
....,,.. _______ 1 21 1 2 Give the perfect gift for the 
person who has everything . A 
healthy , safe tan from Euro· 
pean Tan Spa. Christmas gift 
certificates of 7 sessions for 
only $30 . 345-9 1 1 1 .  
________ 1 2  1 2  
S . A . M .  is coming 
1 2 · 9 
Tc two of our favorite people 
in the whole world Mrs. Og­
gero and Mrs. Sidwell have a 
wonderful Christmas. Love the 
Dz ·s .  
________ 1 2 9 
EIU .  Good luck in Finals and 
a great holiday season .  The 
Alpha Gams 
--- -.,..----- 1 2 9 To the Men of Sigma Pi .  Now 
you're not only best. but your 
also the biggest. Congratula­
tions are in order to all 97 of 
you . Love. your sweetheart. 
Gail 
________ 1 2 9 
Brooke, Have a nice day. 
Merry Christmas! Love, Your 
Secret Santa 
________ 1 2/9 
New TKE LIL SIS Actives. 
Congratulations! I told you 
you'd make it. You are a 
special group of people . Thanx 
for making my job easy. Good 
luck on finals . . . see ya next 
semester. TKE Love and mine, 
Renee 
1 2 /9 
2nd Ford East, To a .;Jreat 
floor - Thanks for a super 
semester! Good Luck on finals 
- and have a great break! Your 
friendly R . A .  Teresa 
---:-- ---- 1 2/9 
Kacey Troyer and Tray Van 
Dyke - I never would have 
made it thro.ugh B. Law without 
you guys: Tray, with your awe­
inspiring intelligence; Kacey, 
with your sick humor. (You're 
frowning at me , Kacey. You 
know I 'm being cynical now . )  
Maybe next semester we can 
go out and catch a fuzz or a fiu 
togeth er.  Hav e . a g reat 
Christmas! Cheryl 
1 219 
Suzi ,  Congra�ulat1ons on go­
ing active. Your a great 
daughter . Love , Alice & Gary 
________ 1 2/9 
Merry Christmas & Happy 
New Year to all Off-Campus 
Residents. If you have any 
questions. call me at 345· 
352 7.  Sen . Ed. Blakemore 
1 219 
Gramps Grams s i n g i n g  
telegrams .  P i e s  i n  face 
available. $ 5 . 00 345-29 1 7 . 
________ 1 21 9  
HEY WILSON$ Get psyched 
for good times this weekend; 
Bob the Coach,  Bait. Bob the 
unknown . Whisk and "you 
know who" look out! We will be 
dressed for the occasion. 
Good luck on finals . More fun 
in 84 ! !  . . .  ANTHONY . . .  
________ 1 2 · 9 
D E N I S E  N O LAN : C o n ­
gradulations on getting Presi· 
dent of Panhell Counci l !  You 
deserve ii ! Your daughter 
loves you ! Heid i 
________ 1 219 
. • • • How ABOUT , PAVIN� M�E OFJLN-1 . 
by Berke Breathed 
..-------------------.. 
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,_,_ ____________ __ �}Announcements 
To all the DZ pledges, this 
semester is drawing to a close 
and we hope you all have fond 
memories of these last months. 
Have a V E R Y  M E R R Y  
CHRISTMAS and w e  love you 
all. Your DZ sisters. 
_________ 1 2/9 
BOB DONOVAN : Have a fan­
tastic 2 1  st birthday! Get ready 
to celebrate - (yes, I do mean 
party! )  You're the greatest and 
I love you so much!  Happy Bir­
thday! Love, Shelly 
------.,.-- 1 2/9 JIM NEWKIRK: Congratula­
tions on your in itiation.  I know 
you'l l  contribute as much as an 
active as you did as a pledge.  
Also, HAPPY Birthday! Enjoy 
yourself tonight! Love, Suzie 
________ 1 2/9 
SIG Pl 's  and Dates: Tonight's 
the night! Get ready to Rock · 
our annual Christmas Bash . 
------�-- 1 2/9 
Delts, The very best of  luck 
on finals and have a Merry 
Christmas, Lots of Love, Your 
Sweetheart 
________ 1 2/9 
Hey.  Counselor Appreciation 
Day is today, Hall residents 
stop by and see your 
counselors to wish them a 
Happy Day! 
_________ 1 219 
Mary Harms - Congrads on 
your activation ' I knew you'd . 
do it! You've made your mom 
very proud ! 
_________ 1 2/9 
Happy Birthday "Fat Rabbit" ! 
(Reid Allen) sorry no picture' 
Love your cousin 
_________ 1 2i9 
MARY CARLBORG: I hope 
you enjoyed your treats. Love , 
Your Secret Santa 
_________ 1 2/9 
UNIQUE CHRISTMAS GIFT 
ideas. Coffee mills, teapots . 
espresso pots , 14 blends of 
coffee by the bean (whole or 
ground) . 1 2 teas by the ounce . 
decorated tin boxes packed 
with 24 teas or exotic candies, 
gift certificates, 1 2  days of 
Christmas coupon book an<;t 
more all at Coffee, Tea, Etc . 
1 4 1 5  4th St . Charleston . 345-
1 0 1 1 .  
________ 1 2/ 1 2 
Get in the Christmas Spirit. 
Buy a candy stick from a DZ. 
Only 1 o•.  Merry Christmas. 
_________ 1 2/9 
Sigma Chi 's ,  Good luck on 
finals and have a great break. 
Love, Your Sweetheart Lisa 
_________ 1 2/9 
a() Annollncements �J Announcements 
NANCY W. - Thanks for be­
ing such a sweet mom. '  Con­
gratulations on graduating ! I ' l l  
miss ya!  Love, Lynne 
________ 1 2/9 
Congrats new TKE LITTLE 
SISTER Actives. Y'all did a 
great job. Love, Rhondoo 
_________ 1 2/9 
BILL,  Happy Birthday to a 
very special brother! Thanks 
for always being there when I 
n eed you. - and for helping me 
to "smell the roses " !  Have a 
good time being legal, at EIU 
anyways, and Have A GREAT 
DAY! I love you very much, 
Mary Lee 
_________ 1 2/9 
My Dear Friends: Thank you 
ALL so much for the help & 
support that you gave me this 
past semester - You'll never 
· know how much it meant!  
Good luck in finals and have a 
great Christmas! .Oh yeah - I 
got readmitted so I ' ll see ya in 
January . All My Love, Lori 
( P. A. ) 
.---,-----,,--- 1 2/9 TK!: and Little Sisters , Have 
a Merry Christmas and a Happy 
New . Year . Get · psyched for 
another fantastic semester. 
Love, Rhondoo 
_________ 1 2/9 
JAN DONOVAN - Con­
gratulations on being pledge of 
the month . Great job ! 
___ , _____ 1 2/9 
A n g i e  D o r k s , C h e r i e  
Suessen , Congratulations you 
guys did an excellent job. Love 
your proud mom . Rhondoo 
________ 1 2/9 
SCUMMER.  Remember all 
the fun times we've had - Be 
sure to visit lots next semester. 
Gonna miss ya' Love . Lynette 
& Lisa. 
_________ 1 2 1 9  
Diane Stewart - I know the 
past few weeks have been 
rough ,  but just remt::mber that 
I'll always be there when you 
need me. Good Luck on finals ! 
YO 
_________ 1 2/9 
Merry Christmas & Happy 
New Year to the 1 984 Student 
Senate ! Looking forward to 
Nashvil le.  Sen . Ed. Blakemore 
_________ 1 2 /9 
Alpha Phi Pledges - We had 
a great time carol ing with you ! · 
Have a Merry Christmas 
break ! ! DELT PLEDGES 
--- 1 21 9  
Valerie, Hope you have a 
very Happy Birthday ! Try not to 
have to-:> much fun , finals are 
coming you know! Love , 
Martha McShea: You are the 
best Mom. I will really miss you 
but, I will never forget all those 
great times. Good luck. Love. 
Your Kid Trish 
________ 1 2/9 
Pam , Beth , and Wata : To 
three of the best TRIAD people 
- Happy Counselor Apprecia­
tion Day! Hope you have a 
Great Day ! 
___ __, _____ 1 2/9 
Suzie Newkirk : I hope you 
enjoyed your treats Love. 
your Secret Santa 
_________ 1 2/9 
Hey Sig Taus! I 'm ready to 
party tonight so don't forget the 
Coke! Love, One of the little 
sister pledges. 
________ 1 2/9 
To al l  E . l . U .  Residence Hall 
C o u n s e l o r s :  H A P P Y  
Counselor A P P R E C I ATION 
DAY ! Hope you have a 
wonderful day! 
_________ 1 2/9 
Todd, Paul ,  Dave, Kelly -
Whoever you are ! Be at Roe's 
Saturday night! I ' l l  be there and 
I want to meet you ! Michelle 
________ 1 2/9 
The Nubile House wishes 
Jerri Collins and Lori Gleeson a 
Happy 2 2nd Birthday! Un­
dulate Baby! 
________ 1 2/ 9  
Thanks A n n  I ngles for a 
super job as Chi Delphia presi· 
dent .  Looking forward to 
another great semester. 
_________ 1 2/9 
Willy , I love you more than 
you'll ever know . Good Luck 
on finals and get psyched for 
Chicago and Nards.  Sue . 
_________ 1 21 9  
T o  the Delta C h i ' s :  Good luck 
on finals . Have a very merry 
Christmas . Love . you Li l '  · 
Sisters . 
1 2 /9 
Ji l l  Livingston-Good luck on 
finals ' !  Also be careful at  Pan­
ther Lounge! You never know 
who you 'l l  see there ! Your 
roomie-Wendy 
------�-- 1 2/9 
SARA FOSTER, Congratula­
tions on activation�Y ou made 
a good decision . Happy 
Holidays, Love , Diane.  
_____ ___ 1 2 1 9  
Congratulations · to the new 
Chi Delpha officers. Good Luck 
in the upcoming semester . 
_____ ___ 1 2/9 
LOST over Thanksgiving: a 
girl named Cheryl . If found call 
5 4 4 5 .  Great sentimental value. 
;---------- 1 2/ 9  
Happy 2 1 st Birthday TRACY 
NOLL. Have fun celebrating!  
Love, Diane 
. Maynard 
FIFI - Happy 1 9th B-day, 
Have a good one. Billy Bob & 
THE MAROQNS1 
________ 1 2/9 
Kay Dees wish everyone a 
Merry Christmas and a terrific 
New Year ! 
1 2;9 
------�-- 1 2/9 
Phil ,  I 've had a great t ime this 
past week. Thanks for being so 
special . Have a n ice break and 
I ' l l  miss you , Rin 
BEFORE 
(dry, short) 
· 04(\\'J 
' \'I-� 
1 2/9 
1 st Floor Pemberton -
Good Luck on finals and have a 
great break! Love, YO 
AFTER 
(long, beautiful) 
"Have Nice Nalls • New Silk-Wrap Nails (above) 
for the Holidays" • Repairs on all or one nail (s} 
The Nail Boutique 603 Madison (J&B Glass Co. ) 
(345-959 1 ) 
,----------------­, -
�·-: Announcements 
Ym Gnilrad lhccabat and 
Friends Ad 964 6th Street -
Good luck on your finals. And 
remember, report any unex­
plained calf pain to your Doc­
tor, for Pete's Sake don't try to 
treat it yourself .  I hope you all 
have a safe and Happy Holiday 
and especially you Snub - I 
love you Dranom 
________ 1 2/9 
Dear KNICK KNACK,  We've 
really rocked this semester. 
We know how to party. 
Weekends with table dancing,  
paris shirts , tequila, and 
neighbor kill ing , the lounge do­
i n g  " o u r "  laundry ( 1 5 
washers) .  Roe's for a "good" 
drink - a guaranteed quick 
buzz . Mom's - you think I can 
forge 3 tickets? Still time to 
rape and pillage.  Bring your 
favorite Monday night utensi l .  
Oh no Simon ' s  g o t  
something ·and it's ALIVE . 
EEEeeeeee . Need a cheese 
curl fix? Let's go to Eisner's. 
Look out for the pol-crash . 3 
years for you baby. Not to 
worry , we share everything . 
What do you think you're do­
ing? Do you do that in your own 
living room? If you want to 
sleep , we'll leave. Lornage is in 
the lead but the contest isn't 
over yet . Come on Knick, 
belch for 'em. It's great, it's 
really great . Party. underneath 
the table., at Dave's.  If you got 
the clap, we got the time. Well 
Knick, time to get off the shelf 
and enter the real world . We 
we think we we think we we 
think we might we think we 
might miss you . 3rd and 
Buchanan won't be the same 
without you . You're always 
welcome (You are paying 
rent) . Love Lornage and Album 
---�----- 1 2/9 
DEB LEFF: Congratulations 
on your activation !  Welcome to 
the family (now that you're of, 
f icial ) .  You are a special per­
son . Love , Renee 
_________ 1 2/9 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY KAREN 
Janke' Regress with us at 
Mom's tonight! Love, Cheryl 
and Susan P. S. What would 
Freud say about that? 
_________ 1 2/9 
Dear MOOMOO , Hope all 
goes well with your exams and 
when their all done party harty. 
Love , Moomet 
1 2/9 
TRI-SIGMAS: Have fun this 
weekend and Good Luck on 
your Finals next week! ' I love 
you al l ! Have a g reat 
Cbristmas! Sigma Love, Angela 
________ 1 2/9 
Delts - the Kay Dees want 
to thank you for a fun basket­
ball season . You guys are ter­
rific ! 
_________ 1 2/9 
1� �:_' Announcements 
T R I - S I G  X - M AS Date s :  
Watch our for the hanging 
mistletoe! Love, Your Dates! 
_________ 1 2/9 
Happy Counselor Day Miss 
Busch and Dawn . We Love Ya. 
4th Floor 
_________ 1 2/9 
TKE's and TKE Little Sisters 
- Good Luck on finals and 
have a great Christmas and 
New Year! 
_________ 1 2/9 
THIRD FLOOR LINCOLN 
Ladies: Good Luck. on your 
finals ! Love, Angela 
_________ 1 2/9 
H A P P Y  B I R T H D A Y  
"BOSCO"!  You better watch 
out for tomorrow - 20 years! 
You know I'm not very public 
but you know what I'd say if I 
was. -'The Boxx" 
________ 1 2/9 
Jackie Dubois, Tisha Murphy 
and M ichelle St. John !  Good 
Job on becoming new Sigma 
Tau Gamma Little Sisters . We 
all wish you the best. The 
White Roses 
_________ 1 2/9 
Congratulations Snyde, Rob, 
Tom,  Nellie, Pat and Hank on 
becoming the New Delta Sig 
officers. Love, Merle the 
Stache Queen 
_________ 1 2/9 
DOUGLAS PITT: Study hard 
for your finals! !  Good Luck !  
Love , Grakken ( HA-Ha ! )  
________ 1 2/9 
Do you or anyone you 
want to be sexually 
If so , call BIG BOB B 
student body for hire, 
"We're dreaming of a 
fun-fi l led Tri-Sig date 
come prepared with C 
cheer! ! 
DZ Pledges, Good 
Finals, and have a great 
I ' l l  be thinking of each 
you. Love. Angie 
Farty Munkenbusch, I 
you for graduating early! 
means congrats. if you 
tell) . I guess we dispr 
theory that best friend8 
worst roomies. I couldn 
asked for a better r 
you for· the past 3 '12 
You've been there to 
my programs from 
threw them. to listen 
"major" traumas. and 
home when I get too 
What will · I ever do 
semester? There have 
many good times I 
begin to name them all, 
sure you remember so I 
even try . I ' l l  miss 
semester, but don't 
be out there soon to · 
the "real" world and we 
unemployed together. 
Luck Marty ! Love, 
Marc , you'd better be n ice or � Jeanne Patterson. 
the ride to Decatur will be most Hunt and Luanita 
unbearable . Your whirly girl . Congratulations on 
_________ 1 2i9 ed Rho-Chi's' We k 
Tri Sigs and dates. Santa's do a fantastic job" Lo 
going to be watching so get out Tri-Sig sisters 
that holiday spirit and be ready 
for a jolly time tonight ! !  
________ 1 2 ' 9 
Jean , Here's to the men that 
we love . . C hr iste n i n g  
telephone poles . . . 4  o'clock . 
club. . profound contempla­
tion of the meaning of life . 
. .  exuding all over the place . .  
.and "Cheers" to making it 
through in 3% years ! Con­
gratulations, Jean ! Love . Mary 
_________ 1 2/ 9  
DEL T ACTIVES - Good luck 
on finals and have a great 
Christmas Break. We're look­
ing forward for an Inspirational 
I -week. THE Delt Pledges 
_________ 1 21 9  
The the new Delta C h i  Ac­
tives, congratulations! We are 
so proud of you . L0ve, your I i i '  
sisters 
________ 1 2/9 
Congratulations .to our Alpha 
Phi - Rho Chis, Monique 
Wassenar, Colleen Murphy . 
Mary Lauchner, Andrea Danas, 
Terri Taylor, Hqlly Sorem . 
We're proud of you ! Love . 
.Your Alpha Phi Sisters 
________ 1 2/9 
Congratulations to 
Chi Delphia Actives. Y 
a super job. Lova, 
Sisters . 
The lnterfraternity 
would l ike to congra 
new Panhellenic ex 
ficers . Denise Nolan 
dent, Patty Wollard 
Vice. Janette Naffz 
Treasurer, and Jane 
Secretary. We know 
great job. Also , a 
thanks to the retiring 
officers : Peggy 
Krau , Christi Fuller, 
Hoffman . 
Sirius Body Shop 
Charleston's Most Complete G 
• Badger Fitness Equipment • Free Weights 
• Aerobics- Choose Your Level 
JOIN NOW for spring semester 
I • lndivid
ulized Programs 
I $ 5 0 • Weight Training only • Discounted Aerobks · , . •Sun Tanning 
Get "Sirius" about Fitness! 
December Mon. Tues. Wed. Thurs. 
·Aerobics 6 a.m. 6 a. m .  
1 2:00 1 2:00 
Sirius Body Shop 
4:30 4:30 4:30 4:30 
7 1 8 Jackson 5:30 5:)0 5:30 5:30 
345-5687 
6:30 6:30 6:30 6:30 
Fri. 
1 2:00 
cksters host 
ibition meet 
Flowers 
attempt to get some " timed ef� 
before the Christmas break 
' s  men's  track team will host a 
Early Bird Invitational 
y at Lantz Fieldhouse. 
meet will give us a chance to 
e good timed efforts against 
earns, " Eastern assistant track 
Tom Akers said Thurday. 
rday' s  meet will be a tuneup for 
's indoor track season which 
ly begins Saturday Jan . 14 when 
thers host the Junior College 
on al . 
ill give our runners a chance to 
re they are at and what they 
o over break to prepare for the 
" ng indoor season , ' '  Akers said .  
day's competition will be  an ex-
meet , consequently it wil l  be a 
ring event .  
meet wi l l  feature participants 
the Un iversity of Illinois, 
ern I l l i no i s  U n ivers i ty ­
rds v i l l e ,  I n d i a n a  S t a t e 
ity-Evansvi lle and Southeast 
ri State University. 
dition, Missouri Baptist Col­
aryville College, Parkland Col­
Vincennes Junior College will 
mpete agamst the ost Pan-
s said the meet will allow Pan­
ns to see Eastern' s  track track 
a squad he believes shows a l.ot 
ise . 
will give the fans a chance to 
out and check out the team, "  
id . "We think w e  have a super 
is year with a good bunch of 
freshmen joining us . ' '  
____ from page 1 6  
eestyle) to stay with them . 
h Illinois State we gave up 
ey started beating us.  Th is t ime 
oping for a fast start , " he add-
rn' s  strengths in distance and 
y should give it an advantage 
Cardinals .  However, Padovan 
hat Ball State is exceptionally 
the backstroke and diving . 
Cardinals return six individual 
from the Mid-American Con-
Championships, including 
"ving champion Brooke Bauer. 
dition, Padovan said that 
's men's  team will need " to 
II ' '  to beat Ball State Friday. 
"r  men's  team is well balanced, 
ink we have an edge on them , "  
said. "Potentially, i t  could be 
se meet . "  
the races should be really close, 
are a fraction faster in most 
' he continued. 
van noted that Eastern's  diving 
y a key factor .in the meet 
have an edge on them in diving; 
a l ittle weak in that area ,"  
n said. . 
tate is led by MAC finalists 
tkins, Steve Keller and Chip 
ing Friday' s  co-ed dual with 
te, the Panthers will travel to 
University to face the Boiler­
n Saturday. 
ue is a well-balanced team. 
en ' s  meet with them last year 
real close," Padovan said . " It 
hard meet ."  
ther ' s  men's  squad will need 
its strength' s-diving and the 
oke-if Eastern is going to be 
l against the Boilermakers. 
last two years the meets have 
to the last relay, "  Padovan 
think in the past they have 
confident. "  
- - · · · - · Friday , December 9 ,  1 98i. .. . � ' . ' � �  .. , .... � , ,  1 5  
NHL upholds Lysiak suspension. • • 
. ' 
PALM BEACH, Fla . .  (AP)-The­
suspension of Chicago Black Hawks 
star Tom Lysiak was upheld Thursday 
by the National Hockey League board 
of governors , averting possible 
walkout by referees who were said to 
be considering a strike if the penalty 
was reduced . 
The decision, the first order of 
business at the annual NHL winter 
meetings, was announced i_n a brief 
statement which said : 
" I t  is the board's  decision that the 
suspension of  Lysiak for 20 games is 
confirm_ed . '.' 
" I  guess I ' ll be playing a lot of 
golf, " Lysiak said as he was whisked 
out of the meeting room with his at­
torney, Bill Martin .  
NHL game officials had threatened 
to take some kind of acti9n if the 
board of governors softened the penal­
ty imposed on Lysiak by NHL Presi-
dent John Ziegler. 
· 
Lysiak received the suspension Oct . 
30 for hooking linesman Ron Foyt with 
his stick and left knee, \:ausing the of­
ficial to fall to the ice . Foyt was not 
hurt and referee Dave Newell  
automatically suspended Lysiak . 
Supported by the Black Hawks and 
the NHL Players Association, Lysiak 
obtained a temporary injunction from 
Cook County Il l .  Circuit  Judge George 
A. Higgins on Nov. 3, which allowed 
h im to continue playing. 
The 20-game suspension is the s t if­
fest penalty in NHL history for an in­
game infraction . 
' Foyt left the meeting without speak­
mg to reporters , as did Jim Beat ty , at­
torney for the referees ' union . 
. . .  while Hawks drop another road ga1pe 
P H I LADE L P H I A  (AP)-Brian  
Propp's  powerplay goal w i th  3 : 1 9  left 
in the game gave the Philadelphia 
Flyers a 3-2 victory over the Chicago 
Black Hawks in a National Hockey 
League game Thursday nigh t .  
Propp converted a pass from 
defenseman Miroslave Dvorak after a 
penalty to the Black Hawks '  Dennis  
Cyr .  
I lkka Sinisalo gave the Flyers a 1 -0 
lead at 6 :3 1 of the first period on a 
- short-handed goal . The Flyers winger 
took a pass at mid-ice from Bobby 
Clarke, skated in alone , and beat 
Chicago goalie Murray Bannerman to 
the upper right corner . 
Darryl Sitt ler made i t  2-0 at 1 1  : 44 of 
the first period when he beat Banner­
man on a low shot from the top of the 
left circle. 
Chicago cut Phi ladelphia ' s  lead to 2-
. Nf)'l,IC�I� 
1 on a powerplay goal by Doug Wilson 
at 2 :26 of the second period when he 
put Steve Larmer' s  shot past Flyer 
goalie Bob Froese. The Black Hawks 
t ied the game at 1 5 :44 of the second 
period when Denis Savard scored out  
of a goal mouth scramble.  
The win pushed the Flyers record to 
1 6-9-3 , while Chicago fel l  to 1 2- 1 5-2 .  
The loss for the Black Hawks was 
their twelfth  in  1 5  games.  
The city's snow route ordinance· shall go into effect 
in the event of two or more inches of snow. 
Please remove your vehicles from these routes so 
the city can clear your streets as soon as possible . 
Fai lure to com ply with the · ordinance wi l l  result in  the 
towing and impounding of your veh icle(s) at your ex­
pense. 
6th Street from Rai lroad Ave . to Lincoln Ave . 
7th Street from Rai lroad Ave . to Lincoln Ave . · 
1 0th Street from Monroe Ave . to Lincoln Ave . 
1 1 th Street from Monroe Ave . to Lincoln Ave . 
Monroe Avenue from Division St . to 1 8th St . 
Jackson Avenue from D ivision St . to 1 8th St . 
Grant Avenue from U niversity Dr . to 4th St . 
Harrison Avenu e  from Division St . to 1 8th St . 
5th St . from Adkins Dr .  to Madison Avenue 
"Mary Pinchot Meyer 
was Jack Kennedy's 
last love: Why was she 
assassinated? " 
• 
- Tim Leary 
in the premier issue of ffie� 
at your local newsstand 
1 6  
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Panthers to face hig h .;scoring Will iams , ISU 
by John Humenik 
Even before Indiana State University' s  John 
Williams steps on the court Saturday night against 
Eastern , the standout sophomore forward will be a 
marked man. 
Williams, who is averaging 20.2  points per game 
and has notched games of 32 and 25 points ,  is ex­
pected to give the Panthers a tough time when the 
two teams square off 7 : 30 p.m.  in Terre Haute, Ind. 
"We think we .can play fairly heads up against In­
diana State, but we can't let Williams have a good 
night, "  Eastern head coach Rick Samuels said 
. Thursday. 
"He's having a very good year and he can score a 
lot of different ways, "  he continued. "They (indiana 
State) really depend on him for almost everything . "  
Williams i s  a 1 982-83 Sporting News Honorable 
Mention All-American and was selected to Basket­
ball Week/y 's second team Freshman All-American 
squad. 
However, if Williams has an off night,  the Pan­
thers will still be· faced with stopping another im­
pressive player in guard Rick Fields , Samuels said.  
"Williams is a legitimate big-time player and 
Fields is a clever guard. They like to push the ball up 
and down the floor so we can' t  get caught up in play­
ing their game, "  he said . 
"We must have control of what 's  happening out 
there, " Samuels added. "They're not too physical in­
side, but they play a wide open offensive game . "  
Fields enters Saturday's non-conference clash 
averaging 1 3 .6 point per game· and has dished off a 
team-high 24 assists this season.  
In addition, seniors Mark Golden, a forward , and 
Terry Braun,  a center, are Indiana State's  other scor­
ing threats.  Both players are averaging around nine 
points per game. 
Golden ranks as the Sycamores top rebounder with 
32 boards, while Williams follows with 29. 
- Samuels said his squad' s  success could also result 
from holding Williams and Golden 's rebounds down 
Saturday night .  
"We have to get at least 55  percent of the rebounds 
to play well,  and because Indiana State gets quick 
shots up we have to be ready. u 
Senior guard Al Cole, 7 . 3  points per game, and 
reserve forward Mark Brundige, 10 points per game, 
are two of the Sycamores big play makers, Samuels 
said.  · 
The Panthers will counter with Jon Collins and 
Tim Wyss, who each scored 20 points during 
Wednesday's  overtime lost to Ball State University. 
Eastern center Kevin Duckworth has his shot ap­
parently blocked by Ball State's Marcus Lacey in the 
Panthers' 7 7 - 76 overtime loss Wedenesday night in 
Lantz Gym. However, Lacey was called for 
ding and Duckworth was credited with two 
points. (News photo by Brian Ormiston) 
left to play . Sophomore cen_ter Kevin Duckworth and senior 
forwatd Dirk Androff are expected to provide much 
of the Panther rebounding Saturday. · 
' 
Against Ball State, three costly overtime turnovers 
played a big part in the Panthers loss as they allowed 
the visitors to erase a three-point advantage with 1 :05 
· ' ' We had a couple of chances to take control of the 
game, but we just didn ' t  handle the ball righ t , "  
Samuels said.  "We played really well in spurts, but 
could not get over the hump. 
saw some of our best play this season ,"  he 
"We just had trouble playihg late in the game. 
While in the 10 ,220 seat Hulman Cen 
Sycamores have posted a record of 1 1 6-36 si 
14 1 973 . During that time, they have beat t 
thers twice and three out of four times overall 
Tankers set 
for weekend 
b y  C..Ystal Schrof 
Eastern's men 's  and women's  
swimming teams will face a pair of 
tough opponents this weekend 
when the Panthers face Ball State 
University Friday · and Purdue 
University Saturday. 
The Panthers will host Ball State 
4 p.m.  Friday · at Lantz pool in 
what Eastern coach Ray Padovan 
believes will be a close meet . 
Padovan said the women's  
squad will need to  score early in 
the meet,  while the' men ' s  team 
must give a well-balanced perfor­
mance. 
"With the women, Ball State is 
what we consider a fairly good 
team. It is hard to tell with early 
season times what to expect, "  
Padovan said. "We need to do 
well in the first relay and 1 ,000 
(See TANKERS, page 15)  
j 
" Last night 's  loss was disappointing, because we 
Lady cagers to take on young SIU-E te 
by Kathy Leahy 
Coming off a 95-4 1 win over Butler 
University Wednesday, Eastern ' s 
women's  basketball team will travel to 
Edwardsville Friday to battle a young 
Southern Illinois University unit. 
The Panthers, 2-2, appear to have 
the advantage over the younger, 
smaller Southern Illinois team, but 
Eastern head coach Bobbie Hilke· said 
her squad is not looking past the 
Cougars . 
" They have quite a few new people 
and only one starter back . We do have 
greater quickness and we are a little 
taller . I look for us to be the favorite, "  
Hilke said. 
"But we've been the favorite before 
and have lost ," she continued. "So 
we'll  be have to play a good game to 
win. " . 
Consequently, Hilke said she will 
implement the same strategy against 
the Cougars that was used in Wednes­
day night' s  trouncing .of Butler. 
"We are going to go with the same 
game plan we did against Butler, "  
Hilke said. "We are going with the 
same philosophy. ' '  _ 
"We are going to work on our 
baseline defense some,"  she continued. 
"We will also look to improve on 
assists . "  
Southern Illinois head coach Wendy 
Hedberg said it will take a great effort 
from her entire squad for the Cougars 
to down the Panthers. 
"We are not real quick and we are 
fairly young, so we' ll have to play a 
really good _ game to beat them, "  
Hedberg said. "We are hurting at the 
guard position so we will try to work 
fundamentally. ' '  
Despite the Cougars' shortcomings, 
Hedberg said she is expecting her 
squad to play a fairly even contest with 
the Panthers. 
"I think we'll size up with Eastern 
pretty .well, "  Hedberg said . "Eastern 
has a slight advantage. We played them 
close last year: but they didn' t  have 
Nancy (Kassebaum) in. But then we 
didn 't  have Mia (Smith) in eit 
The Panthers prevail 
Southern 69-54 when the t 
last season at Lantz Gym. 
"We are an evenly-balanced 
Hedberg noted. "Everyone is 
of coming in.  We do have 
th . "  
Southern i s  paced by gu 
Asherman and Mia Smith. 
is the Cougars' leading scorer: 
ing 1 4  points per game. 
In addition, Asherman is 
down six rebounds a gam 
while, Smith is averaging 1 3  
contest . 
Eastern will counter wi 
Toni Collins and Lori Conine 
a forward, is averaging j 
points a game and is the P 
rebounder, averaging seven 
test . 
Conine, a guard, is second 
in scoring, averaging 1 1 .3 
game. 
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It's as far- as 
you can go . 
The I ncredible 
LO U FE R R I G N O 
7:00 is 9:05 
ERCULES 
MGM/UA IPGI 
ONE WEEK ONLY ! 
A PARAMOUNT fD'1 
PICTURE � 
Sat. & Su n.  
Matinee 
2:00 PM 
Sat. & 
Sun.  Mat., 
2:00 PM 
DI RTY HARRY IS AT IT AGAI N 
J/. (iJRJSTNlllS 
. . . SWI<Y 
HELD 
OVER 
Tonite 
4:45 
7:1 5 
9:30 
CLINT 
EASTWCIDD 
STARTS 
TONITE! 
4:30 
,7 :1 0 
MIDNITE SHOW 
Doors open 1 1  :30 
SHOWTIME 
1 2:00 Midnite · 
Sat. & S un. 
Matinee 
2:00 
You'l l  laugh, cry, care, 
_and you'll come to Terms. 
9:35 
Sat. & Sun. 
Matinee 
1 :45 
PARAMOUNT PICTURES PRESENTS A FILM BY JAMES L. BROOKS · DEBRA WINGER · SHIRLEY MACLAI 
TERMS OF ENDEARMENT · CO-STARRING JACK NICHOLSON · DANNY DE VITO AND JOHN LITHGOW 
SCREENPLAY BY JAMES L. BROOKS • PRODUCED AND DIRECTED BY JAMES L. BROOKS 
IPGl....._ _._I - --. - .,,. . -... . CM&.­
<11 
A PARAMOUNT PICTURE 
Sat. & Sun. Mati nee 1 :30 
. . .  �: ,• : . : - . . .. . : . . .  .;.; : ·' FRIDAY AND SATURDAY! 
. ' . . er1ca s n1ce 
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But there's no place like home for the Holidays 
a • -
-4 � • 
i 
ndra Gagllanl 
uesday Dec 13. The Exodus begins . 
semester of books and papers 
lnated with finals. Students see the 
ng highway bring them closer to 
as at home. Left behind are the 
sidewalks, term papers stacked In 
corners and those students unable 
home . 
or most people , going home means 
hours spent In the cramped con-
of a car, but for many of Eastern's 
atlonal students, home remains a 
ory and Christmas takes on the 
can flavor. 
plte the necessary adjustments, 
students try to act under or at least 
mber their own traditions of Christ-
raduate student Eddison Baksh 
Trinidad said he will spend his 
mas in Charleston.  "In my coun­
we are with our families more . We 
at home and have lunch and not 
er," he said, noting that Americans 
commonly visit their relatives . 
h said that there Is a Santa Claus 
country, but the children do not 
Christmas stockings . They use 
pillow cases or sacks. 
Junior Boluwajl Alajo from Nigeria 
that since the weather is warmer in 
a there are a lot more people out 
ng the holidays. Alajo said , "My 
Uy has a big Christmas dinner and 
we go to the beach . "  
New Years Eve I n  America is much 
er then in my country . I guess, it's 
use of the climate differences . In 
rla it's warmer so we have dance 
ds in the streets and people dance 
lght long, "  Alajo he said . 
* • 
• 
� 
Alajo said that in Nigeria they have 
traditional Christmas dances that 
everyone from over all comes to see . 
The dancers will dress up in costumes 
and have masks on their faces and they 
dance in the street . 
He will be spending his third Christ­
mas in America . During the longer 
holiday breaks, Alajo said he leaves 
town with friends and enjoys dancing. 
Of the students unable to get home, 
many try to at least leave Charleston for 
a while . Freshman Mark Francis from 
Chanel 
Shalimar 
Rive Gauche 
Jordache 
. . 
. .. · ... J/ . . · �  
. . : . . . : . . . . . . 
. . . . 
� Yves St. Laurent 
Vanderbilt 
� * CIYALT DRU' 
South Side of Square, Charleston 
London , England said he will be spen­
ding his Christmas holidays with a friend 
in Chicago . 
He said that in London a friend's 
family treats you more like a guest and 
in America they accept you like part of 
the family . 
Francis said that in London there is a 
Santa Claus, but it is more common to 
call him Father Christmas . "Families in 
London do not open up their Christmas 
gifts in front of their relatives , "  he ad­
ded . "I find it a little weird that families 
In America open their gifts In front of !; 
everyone . It would cause such pressure ; 
between each family member, "  because . !  
have to be thankful even If you don't; ; 
like the gift, he said. i 
"I see most of the Americans are very : 
easygoing during the holidays. They do: i 
not worry about the time. "  l� 
However, senior Aldo Esposito from) : 
Edmonton , Canada found the opposite · ;  
to be true of Americans. "There Is really ; 
no big difference between the Christmas ; 
in the U . S .  and Canada. The only thing : 
is that the holidays in the U . S .  seems to : 
be more rushed, "  he said . 
· 
Esposito said that the . holidays in the 
states are more business-oriented 
because right after the Thanksgiving . 
holidays there is a great emphasis on 
Christmas shopping. 
"Christmas for my family Is very 
religious. It's a time when we all get 
together to have a Christmas dinner , 
open up our gifts and then we go to 
midnight mass,"  he said . 
Another freshman, Sven Jackson, 
from Manchester, England, explained 
that "Christmas, for me Is not all that 
religious. It is a time when friends and 
f am iii es gather together to reunite for 
the holidays. "  
"My family begins the Chrlstmal 
holidays much later then most families 
do in America . "  He said that there Is a 
Father Christmas and all the little kids 
will send him letters to tell him what he 
they want for Christmas. 
While going home may be what 
many international students want for 
Christmas , most will remain in 
Charleston and will try to celebrate the 
holiday as it is in their native lands. 
Go.teWa�  tZYLIQUORS 
SALE ITEMS 
LIQUOR 
Smirnoff Vodka 75ml . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $5.69 
Calvert 750ml . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $5. 19, 2/$9.99 
Ron Rico Run 750ml , light/dark . . . . . . . . . . . . $4.99 
Tanquerey Gin 750ml . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $9.39 
Walker's Deluxe 750ml . . . . . . . . . $5.99, 2/$10.99 
WINE 
Yago Sangria . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
Bollini Chardonnay . . . . . . . . . 
Sittman Seckt, "German Asf . 
NEW! 
. . . . . . . . . . .  $2.99 
. . . . . . . . .  $4.99 
. . . . . . . . . . .  $5.99 
Gerstacker - a wine �� enjoyed hot without 
loss of character 
_ _  \i�J · Gluhwein ("Glow W·iriA1) - new for the 
holidays . Taste before · :buy . 
Paul Masson 3L $5.99 ,  less $2 . 00 rebate $3.99 
BEER 
Miller 7 oz. 8 pk. pony . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1 .89 
Case of 6-8 pks . . . . . . . . . . .  : . . . . . . . . .  $9.99 
Hamm's 6 pk cans . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1 .69 
Busch 12/ 12's . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $4.69 
Buckhorn 6 pk . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1 .49 
Cigarettes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $6. 99 
Sign up for Gateway's New Year's Eve Prize - a barrel 
of assorted liquor and wine to make your holiday very 
festive. 
. !. 
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American college life presents 
, 
social and cultural problems 
· to internatiQnal studen·ts 
b y  Rajendra Slnhaa . 
For over a decade now, international 
students have been a part of Eastern's 
life, yet at the same time not quite 
mingling with the · American students, 
thereby . lending themselves a 
mysterious aura which has always 
gone beyond that of a strange accent , 
noodles and the monthly international 
teas. 
Ninety-five students from countries 
as far as and as diverse as Canada to 
China and from Japan to Jamaica con­
stitute one percent of the total student 
population at Eastern . 
But while the average student's 
curiosity continues to be aroused by 
international students, the thoughts 
behind their impassive faces are often 
rooted to reality as the feeling of isola­
tion and increasing frustration rapidly 
gains ground . To some conservative 
international students, liberal America 
can be quite a cultural shock. 
' ' I  find it extremely difficult to get · 
along with my class mates, "  Sutin 
Somprakit , a new student from 
Thailand , explained. "Because of my 
p r o b l e m  i n  s p e a k i n g  a n d  
understanding English , I feel left out 
from class discussions. "  
However, Somprakit said she feels 
confident about doing well and she 
likes Eastern's educational system . 
"Also, since I was absolutely new in 
Charleston and did not know anything 
about housing facmties, I now feel 
cheated because I find r:nyself living 
very far from the campus , am paying 
very high rent and have a· 1 0-month 
lease on my hands . I feel trapped . "  
Graduate student lftekar Khan from 
Bangladesh agreed ·and elaborated on 
the special problems international 
students may face with housing. 
"See, all the international students 
living in residence halls have to move 
out, log , stock and barrel-so to 
speak, to motels, or have to frantically 
search for friends for families to host 
them during vacations such as mid­
term, Thanksgiving and the Christmas 
break. "  
"Larger universities . have interna­
tional homes where students can 
sh�ck up in such eventualities, "  he ad- . 
ded . 
But Eastern'.s International Center 
building on Seventh Street has not 
been used for several years because it 
is in need of major repairs. James 
Johnson , assistant dean of student 
academic services, said it would cost 
the university $42, 000 to renovate it 
and the necessary funds are not 
available. 
"This factor ( l_ack of a commom 
meeting place) may be the reason for 
the lack of cohesiveness amongst the 
international students themselves and 
perhaps is the reason why we are not 
an effective voice on campus, ' ; Ezra 
Anyango, from Kenya, sai d .  
H e  singled out The Daily Eastern 
News for the "total_ blackout" of the ac­
tivities and achievements of the inter­
national students. 
Anyango said the International Stu­
dent Exhibition oroanized during 
Celebration '83 , which included 
cultural exhibitions, was "totally ig­
nored by the media. " 
However, · not all international 
students have been ignored. Interna­
tional students have chipped in their bit 
for Eastern. Junior Miguel Carrion from 
Ecuador has taken Eastern's name to 
greater heights in the swimming world . 
Damien Kelly , Fredue Prempeh and 
others have made the soccer team for­
midable. A few of them even par­
ticipated in mourning the American 
dead in Lebanon last month on the 
Library Quad. . 
" But the location and serene sur­
roundings of Easterr are very con­
ducive to my studies and that is what 
matters most , "  Anyango noted. 
But problems faced by international 
students are not limited to adjusting to 
the American lifestyle. Something as 
seemingly trivial as availability of cook­
ing spices presents some problems to 
sophomore Theodora Djan, from 
Ghana. "For some students who 
prefer to cook their own kind of foods, 
spices and other ingredients have to 
be arranged from far off places like 
Champaign or Chicago. "  
The International Student Services 
( ISS) , under the advisership of Brigitte 
Chen organizes international teas , 
speakers and dinners as well as other 
activities . 
' 'The activities sponsored by the of­
fice are well-attended, "  Chen said . 
" However, I would like to see more 
participation by American students to 
facilitate cultural exchange. ' '  
Junior Boluwaji Alajo from Nigerja 
said he believes there is a "need for 
greater coordination of activities by the 
ISS and the Association of International 
Students . "  
Interacting with students from 
another country may seem difficult 
enough , but one international student 
found meeting members of the op­
posite sex even more difficult . The 
straightforward response came from a 
student who wished to remain 
anonymous. Unlike others, he spoke 
freely about his experiences with the 
opposite sex. He complained that 
"some girls tend to think of the interna­
tional students as 'oil sheiks' and are 
out to gyp them of their last penny . "  
" I  wish they would treat m e  like a 
normal human being, "  he added . " Liv­
ing far away from home can be 
psychologically a very frustrating ex­
perience. One has to seek partners to 
satisfy certain bodily needs and girls 
here are so conservative. "  
Fazeel Syed, senior from Pakistan 
disagreed . "I totally disagree that the 
girls think of us as 'oi l  sheiks' . And hav­
ing money or not is totally irrelevant, "  
h e  said .  " It's how you present -yourself 
to people. "  
" As far as girls being conservative, 
it's a known fact that in the midwest 
girls are conservative and to have a 
relationship you've to be accepted by 
the other partner no matter where you 
are in the world-where you come 
from is totally irrelevant . "  
Junior Hideyo Yasuda from Japan ' 
nodded in agreement with Syed's 
nion. "Maybe coming from a large 
like Tokyo where girls are quite Ii 
I find that girls here are conservative 
terms of sexual relationship , "  he said 
"But for girls you need both time 
money and I have none , "  he noted w 
a smile. 
Yasuda said he finds East 
students friendly and warm and he 
he enjoys lear"ning American slangs. 
He said he believes the schi 
between international and Ame · 
students could be alleviated if for 
students made a more concentra 
effort to bridge the gap.  " It  is up to 
to close that gap. We are here to le 
about their system, their culture. 
should reach out to them rather t 
expect that they should come to us . "  
Conversely , American sopho 
Everett Tackett said Americ 
students need to do their part 
welcoming international students. "It 
our responsibility to see to it that 
reach out to the foreign students 
help them feel comfortable in our 
try , instead of waiting for them to c 
up to us. "  
Everett said that just talking to in 
national students "broadens 
horizons" and added that he do 
mind "in the least" when he sees in 
national students grouped toge 
not making an effort to interact wittl 
American students. " I t  provides 
with emotional security , perhaps," 
said .  
· 
American freshman Christina Z 
who works at the International S 
Services office, said she be 
some of the foreign students 
counseling in adjusting to the 
students. 
But, perhaps the most notable 
ment was expressed by Donna V 
an eighth grader from Newton, Ill. 
was reserved for Syed lftaqar, a 
dent from India, who had visited 
junior high school as a part of a 
awareness day 
She wrote back, " . . .  I really 
what you did for us here at St. 
was different. .  . thank you for 
patient and answering all my 
tions. I am glad you came. I like 
ing about other countries. I h 
will come back. We really liked it. " 
ang Chang and Tang Zhu Hong 
ussion in the Booth Library. In­
sent one percent of Eastern 's 
face the adjustments of a new 
pus and off-campus . housing 
en raised completely different 
These students are constantly thrown into situations 
that they ha ve never been faced before. They must ad­
just to different cooking, and for a real home cooked 
meal, must go as far as Champaign or Chicago to get 
their homeland ingredients.  (Ne ws photo by Fred 
Zwicky} 
CROSS 
COUNTY 
. MAll 
East ·11. 1 6  Mattoon 
Santa's Hours : 
Monday-Friday 
1 : 00 to 4 P . M .  and 
6 : 30 to 8 : 30 
Saturday 
1 0  A . M .  to Noon -
1 : 30 to 4 : 30 
6 : 30 to 8 : 30 P . M .  
SUN DAY 
1 P . M .  to 4 P . M .  
Plan to Do Your 
Christmas 
- shopping 
At The 
. Cross County Mall  
We Greatly Appreciate 
Your Business 
Bergner's 
Bressler's 
Sal ly's Alladifl Castle 
C laire's 
C ross Country Travel 
D . J . 's Country Barn 
Fashion Cross- Roads 
Fat Albert 's 
F irst National Bank 
General N utrit ion 
H il lman Jeweler's 
J . P . 's Sandwich Shop 
Jake's Firestone Tire Store 
J ust Pants 
K-Mart 
K-Mart Auto Shop 
Kinney's Shoes 
Kirl i n 's 
Kovak's Flowers 
Mal l  Barber Shop 
Mass M utual Insurance 
Maurice 's 
· Meis 
M eis Beauty Salon 
M ister M usic 
Nobi l  Shoes 
Open Door 
J . C .  Penney 
Pip� Puffer 
The Peppery 
Professional Financial 
Service , Inc . 
Radio Shack -
Regis 
Sam uel M usic 
Sears-Roebuck 
So-Fro Fabrics 
· Stuart's 
Walden Books 
Walgreen Drugs 
Walgreen Restaurant 
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� ,i' UNDER A BLOOD RED .SKY 
;f U2 
• l,.isten up : U2 is the best ·live band I've heard all 
l year. � This statement will come as no surprise to the band's 
! many fans, of whom I happily consider , myself to ! -belong. If you happened to catch. their Red Rocks, 
� Colo. concert on Showtlme a couple of months ago, 
� you'll know exactly what I mean . Instead of indulging 
.! in flat carbon copies of their studjo songs or smartass ; c ,mments ("Good luck at the Rose Bowl, whatever 
� ne hell that is" indeed) , U2 goes about putting on a 
� show in a very straightforward way; to paraphrase 
.! MC5, they kick out the jams . ... ' 1983 has of course b'een a very good year for U2 ; 
their most consistent album , War, stayed at the top of 
the charts for months, due in part to that album's in­
credible single , "New Year's Day" (from which the live 
disc's title is taken) . 
There's something else afoot here , however; "New 
Year's Day" didn't sell all that well . Instead, War as a 
whole struck a chord in a whole bunch of listeners . 
Ostensibly a protes� album, War also contained some 
of the best musicianship heard since . . .  well , since the 
group's debut album , Boy . Happily , Under a Blood 
Red Sky continues that trend. 
The album begins with a bang, "Gloria" (no relation 
to the Van Morrison tune) . The Red Rocks crowd eats 
the song up . Backed by Larry Mullen's on-target 
drumming, Bono turns in an excited, passionate 
vocal . The Edge proves that his virtuosity on the guitar 
is not limited to the studio; he's simply one of the best 
guitarists around today, a fact the crowd readily 
acknowledges when he Is introduced during the song . 
Boy's lead track, "I Will Follow,"  gets an equally 
fiery treatment. The Edge and bassist Adam Clayton 
put up a barrage of sound, anchored by Mullen's ever-
' 1 
Living it up with U2 
dependable drumming . "If you walk away, I 
will-followf' Bono -joyously shouts, carrying the 
delirious crowd along. 
"Sunday Bloody Sunday,"  the dramatic opener· of 
War, starts off side two in an expectedly impressive 
fashion . Led by Mullen's military drumming, The Edge 
and Clayton fall easily into its herky-jerky 
arrangement. Live, the number takes on a fuller 
sound, featuring some exquisitely soaring background 
vocals . The Edge shows off his never-ending musical 
inventiveµess, ranging from broad strokes of his guitar 
to a quieter mode when necessary . "Great" is an 
overused adjective at best, but no other word can 
describe this cut. 
Likewise, "The Electric Co. "  surpasses its original 
version . There's just no stopping The Edge on this 
number, although Bono rises. gloriously to 
challenge . "Crank it up!" he calls early in the 
and the band Is only too happy to comply. I 
know when the last time was I heard this m 
cltement on a live album-it's enough to make 
shoelaces curdle . With this number U2 c 
such earlier outstanding live bands as the Who 
Rolling Stones for sheer power and energy . 
Surprisingly, "New Year's Day" comes off as 
pointing. Although a more beautiful piano 
been added, this version just doesn't make It. C 
and Mullen give it their all, but the principal p 
simply don't seem that interested in getting Inv 
Another beef I have is that U2 has decided to 
the shorter, single version of this song. Anyone 
owns War can tell you that one of the number's 
points comes during the next to last verse, 
missing here . 
Fortunately, the disc's moving closing n 
"'40 , "' finds U2 in their usual dynamic mood 
The crowd happily sings along with the nu 
refrain (ironically , "How long to sing this song?'') 
fact that they continue singing after the band has 
ped playing is a tribute both to the group and 'its f 
Under a Blood Red Sky is indeed a triumph f 
it's the best live record I've heard since Talking 
1982 set. And considering you gef almost the 
amount of music as you do on a regular album i 
price of an EP, it's quite a worthy investment I 
If you're a fan of U2-or of spectacular rock m 
general-by all means snatch this one up . And 
folks at Ronco would say, it makes a perfect C 
gift . 
You may stop reading now.  
Laughter and tears oflife are 'Terms of Endearment '  
As these last few days of 1983 bolt 
past, reminders of the quality of our 
lives spring up when we least expect it. 
We remember past Christmas seasons 
when there seemed to be more joy in 
the world, and how easy life seemed as 
. a child . We hit a slick spot in the road 
and slide through a stop sign , cursing as 
we think of Dad scowling over another 
dent. We wonder what emotional 
duress we could inflict on a teacher if we 
jumped off a bridge rather than take his 
damn comprehensive final . 
With Terms of Endearment, a sense 
of life's brevity is accomplished with a 
lot of poise and realism . And within the 
context of this deeply humorous and 
raggedly emotional two hours we are 
given a lifetime's worth of heartbreaks, 
joys, betrayals, and the wild chances 
that . accompany the randomness . of 
day-to-day living. What emerges is a 
life-affirming perspective on the quality 
of relationships and a loving view of 
some very extraordinary people . 
The film centers on the mother-
Aurora, the focal point of the 
is a judgmental , demanding 
that MacLaine has instilled with 
right amount of poise and 
dependence , rounding her Int 
brave mother capable of doing an 
for her child . 
And Winger's Emma is a more 
figure grounded in the apron 
domesticity , but just as · smart as 
· Even at this early point in her 
Winger has the talent and in 
deliver feelings anti emotions 
apparent ease of a Katharine H 
Her Emma is less glamorous t 
other character in the film, but 
mands all the attention as the 
mover of the household . 
daughter tangle of Aurora and Emma momentarily, to her next door neigh- The last stretch of the story is where 
Greenway (Shirley MacLaine and bor, a raffish, womanizing former the tear ducts really pump, as the family 
Debra Winger) · The widowed Aurora is astronaut named Garrett Breedlove is drawn together by a personal tragedy 
a fierce matriarch of contradictory (Jack Nicholson) . that finds us, as the rest of the movie 
The minor male roles are no 
not memorable . Jack Nicho 
pears to be reve ilng in his s 
bit-part. With the weight of the 
his shoulders, he seems more 
with himself than ever. His 
behavior, sizable paunch and 
coaster eyebrows launch him 
hearts faster than any charactet 
R . P .  MacMurphy. He chews the 
astronaut part for all it's worth, 
the perfect foil to the 
MacLaine as they go from 
confrontation to airport co 
Jeff Daniels Is equally good as 
John Llthgow hilariously touc 
Emma's grateful lover, but It'll 
whom the audience and the 
remember after Terms of End 
s'gnals, weaning her daughter on the does, unexpectedly bouncing from 
ways of men and marriage. On the eve He's been parading young women laughter to tears. 
of Emma's wedding to a young English across his lawn and Into his pool with a The fluctuating feel of Terms o' En-
professor na d A H rt (J ff slovenly charm for going on ten years 1 me ap o on e dearment makes this a hard film to 
Da i Is) A d 't · d before Aurora lets it be known that she n e • urora oesn mince wor s .  classify, but an easy one to watch . One 
"You're not special e h t might entertain the idea of a date with . noug o over- scene might not be connected im-
come a bad marriage " she lectures "I him. Five years later she actually ac-, · mediately to another, but the jumps 
am totally convinced that if you marry cepts. from year to year establish a running 
Aap Horton tomorrow you will ruin Meanwhile Emma follows Aap from gravity that locks the film into an Im­your life and make wretched your Des Moines to Nebraska as his possibly painful and pleasing pattern 
destiny."  d aca emic career runs Its uninspired much like we expect upon greeting each 
But with Aurora, what appears to be course . They produce more children new day. 
credits roll past. 
The only other poignant 'tru 
films to get within Terms 
dearment's dom,stic domain In 
few years are your Kramer us. 
and Ordinary People types. But 
these, Terms has no social 
make outside the boundaries 
life and racking up experience 
all a little better next time . 
an outright condemnation takes on an than they can reasonably afford on his Director James L. Brooks moved 
air of -self-reproach, voicing her own itinerant teacher's salary, and things at from television to the big leagues with 
fears about what might happen if she home deteriorate until both partners this film and there Is absolutely nothing 
ventures outside her perfectly tended strive for some extra-marital ex- to belie the transition . He probably 
Houston house �nd garden. A stream cltement-he with a snooty grad couldn't have pulled It off without his 
of middle-aged suitors she has deemed student, she with a sweet Iowa banker cast though; each Is giving the per-
.._ ____ ..:;:u::.:n�u�i �t ���h�e '.!.r .,E!.!,]tt�e! . !nti�o�n"'-' -a� t�!!!t._ �la:z.::;ed;:::..:::b;:::ea::,;u�tl:::.fu:::;l�l t:..:b�J�o�h�n.:..L:i�th�g�o�w�.�� __!ifo�rmanc
e of a career. 
5:00 p.m. 
<>-News 
wscope 
Day at a Time 
·2· 1 Contact 
,2o-Happy Days Again 
WKRP in Cincinnati 
Love Lucy 
5:05 p.m. 
le House on the Prairie 
5:30 p.m. 
, 1 0 , 1 5 , 1 7 , 20-News 
RP in Cincinnati 
ightly Business Report 
everly Hillbillies 
6:00 p.m. 
ASH 
1 5, 1 7  , 20-News 
ney Miller 
People's Court 
acNeil ,  Lehrer 
hristmas Raccoons 
6:05 p.m. 
arol Burnett and Friends 
6:30 p.m. 
Tic Tac Dough 
Magazine 
5, 20-Jeffersons 
Entertainment Tonight 
-Three's Company 
M Magazine 
6:35 p.m. 
BA Basketball :  Atlanta at 
7:00 p.m. 
5,20-8murfs Christmas 
0-Dukes of Hazzard 
e Hockey: 1 984 U . S .  
pie Hockey Team takes 
a team of Olympic 
fuls from the USSR . 
Washington Week in 
en son 
7:30 p.m. 
5 , 20-Chipmunt 
tmas 
Wall Street Week 
Webster 
8:00 p.m. 
5,20-Movie: Neil Simon's 
s l ike Old Times" · 
0) .  Goldie Hawn plays a 
er paid an unwelcome 
by her ex-husband 
vy Chase)-who's 
for bank robbery by 
present husband (Charles 
In) ,  the Los Angeles DA. 
0-Dallas 
ovie : "The Weavers: 
't That a Time)" ( 1 982) 
umentary celebration of 
folk quartet (Pete Seeger, 
Hays, Ronnie Gilbert, 
Hellennan) that turned 
y consicous songs into 
usic hits. 
ttery! 
8:50 p.m. 
ITS TIHE . 
House Alone?" ( 1 978) A 
woman (Kathleen Beller) is 
terrorized and raped by a 
mysterious assailant in this 
1 978. 
1 7-Bamey Miller 
38-Movle: "The Thing . "  
( 1 95 1  ) An arctic research 
group is menaced by a 
monster from ariother world. 
Margaret Sheridan , Kennety 
TObey. 
4-Catlins 
1 1 :00 p.m. 
3-Movie: "Cop-Out. "  ( 1 967)  
James Mason and Geraldine 
Chaplin are an antagonistic 
father and daughter in this 
melodrama about an unsavory 
American's murder. 
4-Night Tracks 
1 7-Entertainment Tonight 
1 1 :30 p.m. 
2-Friday Night Videos 
1 5 , 2 0-Thicke of the Night 
1 7-Nightl ine 
Midnight 
9-Movie:  "Joe Kidd . "  ( 1 97 2 )  
Clint Eastwood plays a 
trapper-guide caught up in a 
conflict between landowners 
and evicted Mexicans in turn­
of-the-century Mexico. Robert 
Duval l ,  John Saxon , Stella 
Garcia. 
1 2:1 5 a.m. 
38-NOAA Weather Service 
1 2:30 a.m. 
1 7-Children Running Out of 
Time 
Saturday 
3:00 p.m. 
2-Movie Fantasy: "The Man 
in the Santa Claus Suit . "  
1 97 9  TV movie .  Fred Astaire 
plays eight roles in the 
yuletide fable that follows the 
follies of three men who rent 
a Kris Kringle costume. Bert 
Convey. 
3, 1 0-NFL Football :  Atlanta 
vs. Miami 
9-America's Top 1 O 
1 2-Magic of Oil Painting I I  
1 7 -College football All 
American Team 
3:30 p.m. 
4-High Chaparral 
9-Soul Train 
1 2-Motorweek 
1 7 , 38-Sportsbeat 
4:00 p.m. 
1 2-Sneak Previews 
1 7-Wide World of Sports 
4:30 p.m. 
1 2-Snow Queen 
9-Good Times 
1 5 , 20-Healthbeat 
4:35 p.m. 
4-Motorweek Il lustrated 
5:00 p.m. 
2-News 
9-Welcome Back, Kotter 
1 5-Assignment 1 5 
20-Capitol Conference 
5:05 p.m. 
4-College Scoreboard · 
5:1 0 p.m. 
4-Wrestling 
5:30 p.m. 
2-Pop! Goes the Country 
1 5 , 20-News 
9-Little House on the Prairie 
1 7-ln Focus 
6:00 p.m. 
2, 1 5, 20-Hee Haw 
3-News 
4-College Scoreboard 
1 0, 1 7-Entertainment This 
Week 
1 2-Christmas Eve on 
Sesame Street 
38-5olid Gold 
6:05 p.m. 
4-Wrestting 
6:30 p.m. 
3-More Real People 
9-At The Movies 
7:00 p.m. 
2, 1 5 , 20-Diff'rent Strokes 
3, 1 0-Cutter to Houston 
9-Grizzly Adams 
1 7 , 38-T.J .  Hooker 
7:05 p.m. 
4-NBA Basketball Boston at 
Atlanta · 
7:30 p.m. 
2 ,  1 5 , 20-Silver Spoons 
1 2-1' 1 1  Fly Away: Gospel 
Music Celebration 
8:00 p.m. 
2, 1 5 , 20-Manimal 
3, 1 0-Movie :  Allies tackle 
Nazis in  "Victory" ( 1 9 8 1  ) 
Their weapon is a soccer bal l ,  
a n d  John Houstons POW 
drama has as much in com­
mon with the World Cup as 
with World War I I .  Soccer 
greats Pele, Bobby Moore 
and Osvaldo Ardil les have 
speaking roles. 
1 7  , 38-Love Boat 
9-College basketball :  
Georgetown at DePaul 
9:00 p.m. 
2, 1 5 , 20-Yellow Rose 
1 7  , 38-Fantasy Island 
1 2-Movie:  "Oklahoma" 
( 1 955)  The Rodgers and 
Hammerstein Broadway 
classif celebrating rural 
romance at the turn of the 
century . Shirley Jones, Eddie 
Albert 
1 0:00 p.m. 
2 , 3 , 9 ,  1 0 , 1 5 , 1 7 , 2 0-News 
38-Salute ! 
1 0:20 p.m. 
1 7-News 
4-News 
1 0:30 p.m. 
2, 1 5 , 20-Saturday Night Live 
3-Movie :  "White Heat . "  
( 1 949) crime drama with 
James Cagney in top form as 
a muderous gang leader in a 
cops and robbers yarn . 
9-INN News 
1 0-Benny Hill 
1 0:35 p.m. 
1 7-Solid Gold 
1 0:50 p.m. 
4-Night Tracks 
1 1 :00 p.m. 
1 0-This Week in Country 
Music 
38-SOlid Gold 
9-Movie:  "Lovely Way to 
Die" ( 1 968) Kirk Douglas .as a 
police detective who quits the 
force to guard an exotic beau­
ty on trial for murder. Sylva 
Koscina 
1 1 :30 p.m. 
1 0-Entertainment Tonight 
1 1 :35 p.m. 
1 7-Dance Fever 
·MidnlOht 
2-America's Top 1 O 
'1 5 , 20-At The Movies 
38-News 
1 2:05 a.m. 
1 7-Russia: Land without 
God 
Sunday 
5:30 p.m. 
3-Muppet Show 
9-Fantasy Island 
2 ,  1 5 , 20-News 
5:35 p.m. 
4-Nice People 
Cr�ord Puzzle 
ACROSS 
1 Foundation 
8 Kobe robe 
items 
84 0ld-time 
comic Lou 
ts Dreamer 
Walter 
12 His and her 
13 Summoned to 
court 
18 Beds sans 
37 Palindrome of 
43= 38 So disk 
39 Crime network 
10 Portnoy's 
creator 
14 Spokesman 
15 Hayseed 
18 Sounds of 
surprise 
17 He wrote 
• • Lazybones' '  
20 Kind o f  suit for 
Goren 
21 Site for a kite 
22 Mrs.  C� "plin, 
once 
DOWN 
1 Phooey ! 
2 Before now 
3 Ross or Red 
4 Participial 
ending 
5 Surgical probe 
8 Praying figure 
7 He was 
Rocky's 
manager 
8 Big Board 
monogram 
9 Rorqual 
heads 44 Geom. figure 
19 Sponged 45 Patriot's song 
22 Namby- 48 Flip call 
23 Dice games for .47 Glasgow or 
Gaius Drew 
24 Extreme 48 M-1 , for one 
25 Darrow client 49 A Dorsey 
28 Festive theme song 
27 "--, you SO Croc's cousin 
noblest 54 Pigeon pea 
English" : 55 Shade 
Shak. 58 - de coeur 
32 Slowly, to Solti (passionate 
33 Fixed star in protest) 
Perseus 28 Parcels out 29 Emulated 
Tatiana 
Troyanos 
10 Gave a cheer 
11 She created 
Flicka 
34 Mixture 
38 Balanced 
57 Can. province 
58 Town 
inhabitant 
59 Car starter 30 Measure out 
31 Wild plum 
32 Spot for a petri 
dish 
35 Big name in 
country music 
40 Voiced 
approval 
41 " Piccolo --" 
42 " Picnic" man 
43 Humdinger 
44 Site of pro 
football 's Hall 
of Fame 
46 She played in 
"Gigi " 
51 Inventor Howe 
52 Arrow's tiny 
cousin 
53 Suspense 
master 
80 Supermarket 
dept . 
61 Getaway 
device · 
62 Banks or Pyle 
83 Snick's partner 
6:00 p.m. 
2, 1 5 , 20-Mr. T. Cartoon 
3, 1 0-60 Minutes 
1 7  , 38-Ripley's Believe I t  or 
Not! 
6:05 p.m. 
4-Wrestling 
6:30 p.m. 
2, 1 5 , 20-Deck The Hall With 
Wacky Walls 
9-Taking Advantage 
7:00 p.m. 
2, 1 5 , 20-Knight Aider 
3 . 1 0-All Star Party for Frank 
Sinatra 
9-Wall Street Journal Report 
1 2-Nature 
1 7 , 38-Hardcastle and Mc­
Cormick 
7:05 p.m. 
4-Nobel Prize Ceremonies · 
7:30 p.m. 
9-ln Search of . . .  
8:00 p.m. 
2, 1 5 , 20-Movie:  Slapstick 
Humor punctuates "Coast to _ 
Coast" ( 1 980) , the story of a 
wealthy woman whose hus­
band is trying to have her 
declared insane. Robert 
B lake, Dyan Cannon 
3-Jeffersons 
9-People to People 
1 0 , 1 7-Rodeo 
8:1 0 p.m. 
1 2-Masterpiece Theatre 
9-0dd Couple 
8:30 p.m. 
3 ,  1 0-Goodnight, Beantown 
9-0dd Couple 
9:00 p.m. 
3 ,  1 0-Trapper Joh n ,  M . D .  
9-News 
. 9:05 p.m. 
4-Sports Page 
9:1 5 p.m. 
1 2-Dixie Showboat 
9:30 p.m. 
9-lnn News 
• 
9:35 p.m. 
4-0ral Roberts 
7 
See page 1 3  of News for a nswers 
1 0:00 p.m. 
2 , 3 ,  1 0 , 1 5 , 1 7 , 20-News 
9-Twilight Zone 
38-Switch 
1 0:05 p.m. 
4-Jerry Falwel l  
1 0:1 5 p.m. 
1 0-News 
1 0:20 p.m. 
1 7-News 
1 0:30 p.m. 
2-Movie:  "Nashville Grab" 
( 1 98 1 ) stars Jeff Conway as 
a country singer abducted by 
female convicts. Gary Sandy, 
Cristina Raines . 
3-Star Trek 
9-Lou Grant 
1 0-Edge of Disaster 
1 5 , 20-Movie :  "Terror on the 
40th Floor. "  ( 1 974)  TV·movie 
about a .group of party goers 
trapped on the top floor of a 
blazing skyscraper. John For­
sythe, Anjanette Comer. 
1 0:35 p.m. 
1 7-Taking Advantage 
1 0:45 p.m. 
1 2-Monty Python's Flying 
Circus 
1 1 :00 p.m. 
38-Fame 
1 1 :05 p.m. 
4-0pen Up 
1 7 -Austin City Limits Encore 
1 1 :1 5  p.m. 
1 2-lllinois Press 
1 1 :30 p.m. 
3-Nitecap 
9-Solid Gold Christmas. 
1 0-Dance Fever 
1 1 :35 p.m. 
1 7-World Vision International 
Midnight 
1 0-News 
38-News 
1 2:05 a.m. 
4-Movie : "She's Back On 
Broadway" ( 1 953) Agreeable 
backstage yarn with Virginia 
Mayo as a Hollywood has­
been attempting a stage com­
eback. Steve Cochran. 
1 2:1 5 a.m. 
38-NOAA Weather Service 
Campus clips 
Unity Gospel Choir nondenominational fellowship services will 
be held Sunday ,  Dec. 9 and every Sunday at 3 : 00 p . m .  in the 
University Baptist Church, 7th Street. New choir members always 
welcome. For more information contact M ike Samuels, 348· 
8596.  
Commodore Users knowing of or interested in forming a user's 
group in this area please call Wilburn at 581 - 3 1  2 0 .  
American Production and Inventory Control Society will hold 
a Christmas party Friday, Dec. 9 at 6 : 30 p . m .  in Adducci's Pizza. 
Members may bring a guest. 
Math ClubfKME will hold a Christmas party Friday, Dec. 9 at 
7 :00 p . m .  in Old Main Room 2 1 5 . Candy money must be turned 
in. The tree will be decorated, members will go caroling,  then 
return and eat. 
Society for Collegiate Journ•llsts will hold membership initia­
tion Friday, Dec. 9 at 4 : 00 p .m.  in the Union Oakland Room. All 
members are urged to attend. 
/YE GAINED A LOT HER£ -
Tf!ROUGl;I FRIENDSHIPS, 
llARDSlllPS, LAUGHT£R . 
AND KNO/./L£DG£. 
SO I TAKE THI� 
OPPORTUNITY ro WIS/I 
£V£RYOV£ GCXJD GRAO£S, 
A GREAT LIFE 
AND 8£TTCR SE:X. 
Tau Beta Sigma will hold a Christmas party Sunday, Dec. 1 1  at 
7 : 00 p.m.  in Kris Felstenhausen's house. Actives i!-nd pledges 
may both attend. 
Campus Clips are published daily, free of charge ,  as a publ ic ser­
vice to the campus. Clips should be submitted to The Daily 
Eastern News office two business days before date to be publish­
ed (or date of event) . Information should include event, name of 
sponsoring organization (f!pelled out - no Greek letter abbrevia­
tions) , date, time and place of event, plus any other pertinent in­
formation. Name and phone number of submitter must be includ· 
ed. Clips containing conflicting or confusing information will not be 
run if submitter cannot be contacted. Clips will be edited for space 
available. Clips submitted after 9 :00 a.m.  of deadline day cannot 
be guaranteed publication. Clips will be run one day only for any 
· event. No clips will be taken by phone. · 
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U: A couple of years ago , I remember 
; jreading a story in the Daily Eastern 
� INews about the way Eastern's multi­
E national soccer team communicated • ;; with each other . The writer pointed out , 
.:I that despite having six nationalities � represented in the starting lineup , there 
� did not seem to be any communication 
� problem amongst the players . 
"'; Well , I was on that team . But the . �grunts and groans of a soccer field are . 
=: an entirely different matter from the 
� normal communication a foreign · 
student is involved in . 
Take my case . I thought I had been 
brought up speaking the Queen's 
English . I was also under the impression 
that us English-speaking nations did 
speak the same language . 
Maybe I was wrong . 
Just take for example this little in­
cident which took place last year in the 
Union Bookstore . Not being able to find 
whatJ was looking for , I walked up to 
an unsuspecting assistant. Calmly, I 
asked her, "Excuse me , do you have 
any typewriter rubbers?" . 
Imagine my surprise when she looked 
at me , seemingly perplexed . I said , 
"You know , a typewriter rubber . "  
Still the same look! All of a sudden it 
hit rr:e . I hurried to correct myself . 
"Sorry , what I mean is , do you have 
any typewriter erasers?" 
My problem was that I really was not 
looking for our friend , Charlie the con­
dom . I'm surprised the girl didn't tell me 
I should be at Osco.....: or even more em­
barassing-why the heck I wanted one 
of them for a typewriter, anyway? 
. The fact is that in England an eraser 
really is called a rubber . 
This brings to mind some of the other 
Getting 
No 
An�wers 
There ' s .Always 
Someone At 
Home - 24 Hrs . 
A Day 
Dial­
Good News 
345-2235 
Try it ! 
Wesley Foundation 
I said it . . .  my way 
words or phrases that somehow got 
changed by the Founding Fathers on 
their way from Great Britain to 
America . 
For a start , how did the good old 
plimsoll become the sneaker . Also,  
while my car has a bonnet and a boot , 
your American car has a hood and a 
trunk. Come to think of it , I always 
thought I wore my pants underneath 
my trousers . Finally, I thought people 
smoked fags . 
Now it's your turn to hear something 
more different-something called 
Cockney rhyming slang.  
Officially , a Cockney is  a Londoner 
born within earshot of Bow Bells in the 
East End . However , today the term is · 
used for anyone born in London , like 
myself . Although you won't find Queen 
Elizabeth II using it , Cockney rhyming 
slang is a popular slang which probably 
st�rted in the 'London criminal un­
derground .  
So , here's a hypothetical example of 
what you've been missing. 
I woke up this morning and me lump 
of lead felt like a bowling ball .  Me mince 
pies felt all gammy, too . Too much 
needle and pin last night, I think . Ne_xt 
thing,  I took a spill down the apples and 
pears and blimey, I thought I'd broken 
me I suppose . I lugged some Everton 
ToffE:e down me throat , and then 
dashed back up upstairs . I threw on me 
whistle and flute but realized I had the 
wrong round the houses . By the time I'd 
flattened out me barnet and kissed the 
cows and kisses,  I was already late for 
work . 
And now for a translation . 
I woke up this morning and my head 
· felt like a bowling ball . My · eyes f 
awful , too . Too much gin last night, 
think.  Next thing, I tripped down 
stairs and well ,  I thought I'd broken 
nose . I quickly drank some coffee 
then dashed back upstairs . I threw 
my suit but realized I had the wro 
trousers . By the time I'd flattened 
hair and kissed the missus (wife) , I 
already late for work . 
So even if we do speak the sa 
language,  we don't speak the sa 
language , if you see what I mean . 
Oh , and by the way, for the stude 
who are curious about this fact: N 
London isn't foggy all the time . 
- Merry Christmas and see you in Lo 
don . · 
�ement) 
Tonight'� 
Speci...,/., � ....._ 
. /Y' 
3-8· p .m. 
./ . 
LIQUOPt • LIQUOPt • LIQUOR 
at WHITE· HEM 
I l lini Beer S 7 · 9 9  case 
Red, White 6: Blue $5 · 9 9  case 
Paul Masson $3 ·  99 i .5L 
Busch $4 · 59 
i 2pk 
